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FOREWORD 
This  r epo r t  summar izes  the efforts per formed b y  Battelle-Columbus under  
NASA Contract  NAS 3-1 1186 f r o m  Ju ly  1, 1967, through March  31, 1969. The 
technical manager  was Mr .  Char les  Zalabak, Chemical  and  Nuclear  Rocket 
Division, National Aeronuatics and Space Administration, Lewis Resea rch  Center ,  
Cleveland, Ohio 44 13 5. 
The authors  wish to  acknowledge the contributions of s eve ra l  individuals to  
the work  descr ibed  i n  the repor t .  Dr.  J .  R. Thompson conducted the ma te r i a l s  
su rvey  and initial  select ion of coating sys tems with the ass i s tance  of Dr. C. A. 
Alexander.  Mr.  G. R.  Whitacre per formed the n e c e s s a r y  hea t - t ransfer  analysis ,  
and Dr. J .  C. Gerdeen pe r fo rmed  the t h e r m a l - s t r e s s  analysis .  Dr.  T .  R. Wright 
advised on procedures  and techniques for  p lasma spraying.  Rocket tes t ing was  
conducted by Mr .  J .  L.  H a r p  and Mr.  R. E.  Robinson with Dr. E. W. Ungar ac t -  
ing i n  a consulting capacity.  
ABSTRACT 
The results  of a study on coatings to reduce the effective heat  flux in  
regeneratively cooled nozzles i s  reported. Task I involved the selection of 
mater ia ls  for graded plasma-sprayed coatings, including metals ,  ceramics ,  
and ce rmets  and combinations of these applied as  graded coatings. Consider- 
ation was given to compatibility of the mater ia ls  with each other and the rocket 
environment, thermal conductivity of the coating s ys tem, and resistance to 
spalling a s  a result  of thermal  o r  mechanical shock. Sixteen potential sys tems 
were formulated, and on the basis  of thermal and s t r e s s  analyses four systems 
were  selected for  fabrication and testing. 
Task  I1 involved fabrication of the four candidate systems and testing in  
a hydrogen-oxygen rocket motor. On the basis  of short-duration rocket tes ts  
with no cooling of the specimen, one coating sys tem was selected for  tes ts  of 
longer duration employing water  cooling. These tes ts  revealed that the coating 
sys tem (consisting of s tainless s teel  B e 0  mixtures with an outer l aye r  of thoria)  
finally selected has the capability of withstanding res t a r t s  of the rocket motor 
but that additional process  development i s  required to  obtain optimum deposits 
by plasma spraying. 
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DEVELOPMENT O F  A PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEM FOR 
REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST CHAMBERS 
C. G. Ruderer ,  
R .  L. Heestand, and D. E.  Kiaer 
SUMMARY 
The goal of this p rogram was to  provide coating systems capable of reducing the 
potential heat  flux in  a regenerative hydrogen-cooled rocket motor f rom 50 to  60 Btu/ 
(sec)( in.  2, to approximately 20 Btu/(sec)( in.  2 ) .  P lasma-arc  spraying was selected a s  
a method to  apply the coatings since a wide var ie ty  of mater ia ls  could be deposited in  
thin layers  and the technique was readily applicable to  coating existing motors.  
Although a l l  mater ia ls  having melting points on the o rde r  of 4000 F were considered, 
chemical compatibility requirements dictated that only oxides would withstand the 
environmental conditions. 
Thermal-  and mechanical-property data were used to conduct thermal-s t ress  
analyses and design ten sys tems having the compositional gradients required to give 
good mechanical compatibility with the substrate. Four of these coating systems were  
selected on the basis of minimum thermal-gradient-induced s t r e s s e s  for short-time 
rocket  tes ts .  Oxygen-hydrogen rocket tes ts  were conducted a t  shor t  t imes  on severa l  
uncooled specimens of each of the four types for  the first s tep  i n  evaluation. Coatings 
which spalled in  these t e s t s  were those which also had low adherence strength a s  
determined by room-temperature tes ts .  At this point, one sys tem showed potential 
for  success.  The sys tem was thoria over  beryllia graded with stainless s tee l  to a 
s tainless s tee l  substrate. 
In water-cooled rocket tes ts  on this system, the thoria layer  successfully with- 
stood the t e s t  conditions for t ime  periods up to  5 sec.  The coating would also withstand 
consecutive 1 - sec  f i r ings  of the motor,  but failure occurred  i n  the B e 0  on runs of longer 
duration. Fur ther  development of the spraying process f o r  B e 0  o r  a modification el imi-  
nating B e 0  is  indicated. A coating sys tem which would withstand the required environ- 
ment and service conditions was not found. However, a method for the formulation and 
selection of coating systems i s  presented, and recommendations a r e  made i n  the repor t  
f o r  the fur ther  development of coating sys tems based on the results  of the program. 
INTRODUCTION 
This repor t  describes work done on a r e sea rch  and development p rogram conducted 
t o  extend the capabilities of regeneratively cooled rocket engines by  applying a the rmal /  
oxidation protective coating to  the interior  walls of the thrust  chambers. The purpose of 
such an approach i s  to reduce the temperature of the metallic chamber wall and to  lower 
the  heat flux to the coolant to a level that permits  effective heat  dissipation. Specifically, 
the  coating developed was intended for  potential service i n  the throat  region of an ad- 
vanced hydrogen-oxygen, regeneratively cooled rocket engine operating a t  an exposed 
surface  temperature of approximately 4000 F. Desired charac ter is t ics  of the coating 
were  ability to maintain a coating/wall interface temperature of 16 00 F o r  l e s s  and to 
reduce heat flux f r o m  approximately 6 0 Btu/(sec)( in.  2, to approximately 20 ~ t u / ( s e c )  
(in. 2 ) .  
The general p rogram approach was to define the mater ia l  characteris t ics  required, 
select  suitable mater ia ls  on the basis  of l i terature data and computer analyses, devise, 
analyze, and select  potential coating systems incorporating these mater ia ls ,  and fabricate, 
tes t ,  and evaluate the candidate coating systems selected. State-of-the-art p lasma-arc  
powder spraying was used to  apply severa l  multilayer, graded-composition coatings to 
uncooled substrates.  Coated specimens were subjected to  shor t - t e rm service a s  nozzle 
inse r t s  in  a stationary laboratory rocket engine. On the bas is  of these t e s t s ,  the final 
coating sys tem was selected, applied to cooled subs t ra tes ,  and exposed to  s imi lar  
rocket firings of extended duration. 
SELECTION O F  MATERIALS 
Material Requirements 
The f i rs t  requirement of the program was the selection of materials  o r  mater ia ls  
sys tems for  se rv ice  a s  thermally and chemically protective plasma-sprayed coatings i n  
the thrus t  chamber of a regeneratively cooled hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine. Target  
capabilities fo r  thk coating included an ability to  reduce the heat flux f rom 6 0 Btu/ (sec)  
(in. 2,  to  approximately 20  Btu/(sec)( in.  ') and to  maintain a substrate tempera ture  not 
exceeding 1600 F. 
In qualitative t e r m s ,  the ideal  coating sys tem would: 
(1) Withstand the operating temperature of the th rus t  chamber 
Be chemically stable in the thrust-chamber environment 
Have a low overal l  thermal  conductivity a t  the temperature 
encountered 
Resist  erosion 
Resist  thermal  and mechanical shock 
Be impervious to  the combustion gases at the tempera tures  
encountered 
Be chemically and structural ly compatible with the substrate 
a t  ope rating tempera ture  
F o r m  a bond with the substrate sufficiently strong to prevent 
coating loss  during operation 
Have a low density 
Consist of mater ia ls  which a r e  readily available, easily fabri-  
cated, low in cost,  and require no special handling o r  pre - 
cautions during fabrication o r  i n  service .  
In order  to  establish a m o r e  quantitative basis for  mate r ials  selection, the conditions 
present  in the operating thrus t  chamber were defined and analyzed (Table 1).  Calculations 
indicated that the exposed surface of the coating must  withstand a high-pressure,  high- 
velocity oxidizing/reducing atmosphere a t  a tempera ture  of about 3920 F.  
Initial Materials Selection 
F i r s t  consideration was given to the mater ia l  which would be directly exposed to  the 
thrust-chamber environment. Because a minimum requirement for  the exposed mate r ia l  
was that i t  be able to withstand thrust-chamber operating tempera tures ,  only mater ia ls  
able to  accommodate 4000 F tempera tures  without melting, decomposing, subliming, o r  
undergoing disruptive phase transformations were considered for  use in  the exposed 
coating layer .  
A review of available data ( revealed approximately 130 mater ia ls  having the 
required tempera ture  capability; these mater ia ls  a r e  l i s ted  in Table 2. Little o r  no 
data were available for many of the mater ia ls  listed, and these were  deleted f r o m  further  
consideration. Also deleted were those mater ia ls  which f o r m  liquid protective surface 
l aye r s  a t  temperature.  Such mater ia ls  were  not considered suitable because the high- 
velocity chamber gases would tend to mechanically remove the liquid layer ,  and the com- 
position, thickness, propert ies ,  and behavior of the coating sys tem would be different 
for  each r e s t a r t  of the rocket engine. Other mater ia ls  were rejected on the bas is  of 
available data indicating excessive reactivity a t  the temperature and/or  i n  the atmosphere 
of the th rus t  chamber. 
A computer code was used to compare the stabilit ies of the various c lasses  of 
mater ia ls  fulfilling the minimum temperature requirement. The compounds HfB2, Z rC, 
and TaN were selected for  detailed study because their f ree  energies of formation in- 
dicated them to  be among the most  stable compounds of the i r  respective ma te r i a l  c las  - 
sifications. Oxides were  excludedbecause of their known stability. Calculations were 
based on a closed sys tem containing 1 mole of the compound and 1 mole of the thrus t -  
chamber gases at a temperature of 2500 K (4000 F )  and a p ressu re  of 77.62 atm. 
Initial concentrations were  assumed for a l l  possible chemical species present ,  using 
1 x 10- mole as the minimum concentration permitted in the computer code. A 
typical analysis ,  that for ZrC, i s  given in  Table 3. It i s  evident f r o m  Table 3 that  the 
conditions of thrust-chamber operation favor the oxidation of ZrC to  Z r 0 2 .  Similarly,  
analyses showed that HfB2 and TaN would be oxidized to  Hf02 and molten Ta2O5, 
respectively. In each case, oxidation would proceed until no initial compound remained. 
While data regarding reaction rates and kinetics were not available for these mater ia ls  
a t  the tempera ture  of interest ,  the ra tes  may  be expected to  be rapid. The thrust-  
chamber operating conditions also favor oxidation of the other  nonoxide mater ia ls  
(elements, silicides, intermetal l ics ,  and sulf ides)  l is ted i n  Table 2. The above analyses 
demonstrated the inadequacy of most mater ia l  types, but showed that oxides were  the 
mos t  stable mate r ials  under the conditions of thrust-chambe r operation. Therefore,  
only the 30 single and mixed oxides l i s ted  in Table 2 remained a s  potential exposed- 
surface mater ia ls .  
The candidate oxide materials  were next compared and evaluated on the basis  of 
the thermal  impedance they could provide. An exposed-surface temperature of 3920 F 
(4380 R )  was assumed,  and the equation given ba!ow was used to  calculate the minimum 
TABLE 1. NOZZLE THROAT THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
Total  P r e s s u r e  (Po) 
Stat ic  P r e s s u r e  (PSI 
Total  Tempera tu re  (To)  
Stat ic  Tempera ture  ( T s )  
Average Velocity (V) 
Enthalpy (H), c a l l g  
Entropy (S), c a l l  (g)(K) 
Molecular Weight (M) 
a In M 
a l n p  T 
a 1 n M  
a l n ~  P 
Specific Heat Ratio (y) 
Gas -S t ream Flow Conditions 
136 a t m  
77.  62 a t m  
3591 K 
3117 K 
4940 f t / s e c  
Thermodynamic P rope r t i e s  
Gas - C o m ~ o s i t i o n  Mole Frac t ions  
Transpor t  P rope r t i e s  
Viscosi ty  (p), poises  
Conductivity (k),  c a l l  ( cm) ( sec ) (K)  
Specific Heat a t  Constant P r e s s u r e ,  
(C, ), ca l l  (g)(K) 
P rund t l  Number ( P r )  
Lewis Number ( L e )  
-- 
( a )  Includes react ion (diffusion and  recombination) effects. 
5 
TABLE 2. POTENTIAL COATING MATERIALS FOR SERVICE AT 4000 F 
Graphite 
I r id ium 
Molybdenum 
Elements  
Niobium 
Osmium 
Rhenium 
Borides 
AIB10 Mo2B NdB6 Ta3B4 UB4 P-WB 
BaB6 P-MOB ScB2 TaB2 VB W2B5 
CaB 6 MoB2 SmB6 ThB4 V3B4 YB6 
HfB NbB SrB  6 TiB2 VB2 ZrB2  
HfB 2 NbB2 TaB UB2 W2B ZrB  12 
Carbides and Mixed Carbides 
Al4C3 L a c 2  P r C 2  ThC2 W2C 
B4C Mo2C S i c  T i c  WC 
CeC2 MoC Ta2C UC 
Hf C Nb2C TaC uC2 Z r C  
y c 2  
HfCe4TaC NbC ThC VC Z r C -  4TaC 
Nitrides 
BN Nb2N S cN ThN 
Be3N2 NbN Ta2N T iN 
HfN PUN TaN UN 
Ruthenium 
Tantalum 
Tung s ten 
YN 
ZrN 
Oxides and Mixed Oxides 
BaO. T h o 2  CaO. Z r 0 2  Hf O2 P u 2 0 3  T h o 2  
BaO. Z r 0 2  CeO. C r 2 0 3  La203 PuOZ Tho2 .  Z r 0 2  
B e 0  CeO2 La203.  2Hf02 Sm203  U 0 2  
3Be0 .  2 Z r 0 2  C r 2 0 3  MgO S r O  y 2 0 3  
CaO D ~ 2 ° 3  Nb203 S rO.  Z r 0 2  Yb203 
CaO. Hf02 Gd203 Nd203.2Hf02 Tb203 Z r 0 2  
Silicides 
Interrnetallics,  Sulfides, and 
HfMo2 P r S  Boride Z 
HfRe2 ThS Borol i te  - 101 
Mo2Re3 US 
P tRe  
Re3W2 
(a) Melting point data are not available for many other developmental composite materials. 
TABLE 3 .  BEHAVIOR O F  Z r C  IN  THRUST-CHAMBER 
ENVIRONMENT ( a )  
Calculated Composit ion,  mo le  
 ater rial(^) Ini t ia l  F ina l  
z r o 2  ( s  ) 1  x l o - 6  0 .  23538 
CH( g  ) 1  x 1 0 - l o  7 .7088 x 
CHO(g) 1  x 1 0 - l o  8 .  6483 x 
CH2 (g 1  x 1 0 - l o  1 .2072  x 
CH20(g )  1  x 1 0 - l o  8 .5091  x 
CH3 (g ) 1  x 10-10 2 .  6456 x 
CH4(g) 1  x 10 - lo  0 .00218  
1  x 1 0 - l o  0 .23084 
c o 2 ( g )  1  x 1 0 - l o  4 .  8757 x 
CzH2(g) 1  x 1 0 - l o  9 .3408  x 10-4  
CzH4(g)  1  x 1 0 - l o  3 .8938  x 10-5 
C2H40(g)  1  x 1 0 - l o  3 .2285  x 1 0 - l 2  
C3O2(g) 1  x 1 0 - l o  2 .3394  10-9 
H 0 2  ( g )  1  x 1 0 - l o  7 .6629  x lo -15  
H Z r ( g )  1  x 10-10 2 .053  1  x 10-10 
(a) Closed system containing 1 mole of ZrC and 1 mole of gas at  a tempera- 
ture of 2500 K and a pressure of 77.62 atm. Minimum allo~vable concen- 
tration = 1 x 10-10 mole. 
(b )  Major constituents of final composition are underlined. 
thermal  impedence required for a 0. 005-in. -thick" oxide coating to  reduce the temper-  
a tu re  to 2000 F (2460 R). It  was assumed that intermediate coating layers  necessa ry  to  
match thermal  expansion of the oxide to that of the substrate would provide the additional 
the rmal  impedance required to insure  a maximum substrate tempera ture  of 1600 F. 
where 
kc = thermal  conductivity of the coating 
tc = coating thickness 
T w =  tempera ture  of exposed surface (4380 R)  
Tnt l  = temperature of coating/substrate interface (246 0 R) 
c = a constant = 0. 0497. 
The maximum permissible thermal  conductivity was calculated to be 2.273 Btu/ ( f t ) (hr )  
(R). 
On the basis  of available thermal-conductivity data for dense mater ia l  and con- 
:; :> 
side ring that the coating mater ia l  would have a lower density(3, 6 ,  7),  only ZrOZ, HfOZ , 
UOZ, Tho2,  Ce02,  and, perhaps, Y20 3 were considered acceptable exposed-surface 
mater ia ls .  After considering a number of factors,  including availability, completeness 
of characterization, and ease  of handling, the choice was limited t o  Z r02, Hf02, and 
Tho2 .  Because such a limited number of oxides had potential a s  the exposed-surface 
coating material ,  Hf02 and Tho2 were  retained as  candidate mater ia ls  i n  spite of the i r  
high cost  and the radioactivity of Tho2.  It  should be emphasized that Z r 0 2  and HfO2 
mus t  be stabilized to the cubic phase by addition ofCaO o r  Y203 to  prevent the disrup- 
tive phase transformations which occur in  the unstabilized materials .  Future references 
t o  ZrOZ and Hf02 should be taken to mean the Y203-stabilized mater ia ls .  
Although Z r 0 2 ,  HfO2, and Tho2  have adequate thermal  impedance to achieve the 
required tempera ture  and heat-flux gradients,  none of these mater ia ls  can be used alone 
a s  the total coating sys tem because of: 
(1) Large  thermal-expansion mismatch with candidate substrate mater ia ls  
(Hastelloy X and Type 347 stainless s teel)  
(2) Poor resistance to oxygen diffusion 
(3) Poor thermal-shock resistance 
(4)  Inability to  fo rm a strong bond direct ly with the substrate mater ia ls  
when deposited by plasma spraying. 
*Calculations indicated that excessive thermal stresses would be developed in oxide coatings thicker than about 0. 005 in. 
**Thermal conductivity of HfOB was assumed to b e  the  same as that of ZrO2, although no data were found. 
To  overcome these difficulties, i t  was necessary to develop multilayer coating systems 
which would permit stepwise and comparatively gradual transition of property values 
f rom those of the substrate to those of the exposed oxide coating, provide a more effective 1 
ba r r i e r  against oxygen diffusion to  the substrate, and increase the thermal-shock res i s  - 
tance of the total coating system. In essence, the multilayer coatings would consist of 
a thin plasma-sprayed layer of the substrate material (or  a material  with chemical 
and expansion characteristics compatible with those of the substrate) to provide optimum 
substrate adhesion, several  layers  containing successively greater  ceramic-metal 
rat ios,  and, finally, the exposed oxide layer. Such an approach helped resolve the 
oxide -substrate mismatch, permitted the outer oxide layer to be thinner (and, hence, 
more  thermal-shock resistant) ,  provided a degree of reinforcement for the shock- 
sensitive materials, resulted i n  smaller  temperature gradients across  individual layers,  
and permitted introduction of "special purpose" layers,  such as those to impede oxygen 
diffusion o r  to replenish any spalled areas  of surface oxide. Consideration was also 
given to incorporating small amounts of refractory-metal reinforcement i n  oxide layers  I 
to  improve thermal-shock resistance; in  these cases, niobium was selected on the basis 
of i t s  high strength, ductility, and insensitivity to embrittlement by oxygen. Consider- 
ation of the above factors led to  development of the generalized candidate coating sys - 
tems shown in  Table 4. The advantages, limitations, and compatibilities of the ma- 
ter ia ls  listed were assessed by qualitative o r  semiquantitative evaluations. 
TABLE 4. POTENTIAL MATERIALS FOR USE IN INTERMEDIATE 
LAYERS OF  PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS 
Surface Coating 
Materials Tho2 Y203-Stabilized ZrO 2 Y203-Stabilized Hf02 
Intermediate Be0  Be0  Be0  
Layer 1 Th02-Zr02 Borolite- 10 1 HfB2 + 10 v/o MoSi2 
Reinforced A1203 SrO-Zr02 Hyper eutectic HfC 
Reinforced Tho2 Hypereutectic ZrC Metal-rich HfB2 
Metal-rich Z r  B2 HfB2 + S i c  
Boride Z 
Intermediate Graded layers between materials  of Intermediate Layer 1 and 
Layer 2 (1) Hastelloy C or Hastelloy X 
(2) Type 304 or Type 347 stainless steel  
(3) MexBe12 
Substrate Hastelloy X or  Type 347 stainless steel  
Of the candidate materials  for the f i rs t  layer(s) ,  i t  was concluded that the 
Hastelloys and stainless steels would provide maximum compatibility with substrates 
of the corresponding materials. Of the dodecaberyllides, TiBe l2 has been found to 
be highly oxidation resistant. It  i s  suitable for plasma spraying, adheres well to metal  
substrates,  and has a thermal expansion compatible with that of Hastelloy X. Thermo- 
dynamic calculations suggest that TiBe12 and the residual carbon in  Hastelloy X may 
react  to form titanium carbide, although reaction rates a r e  expected to be slow a t  the 
moderate temperatures encountered by the lower coating layers.  
More severe  difficulties were foreseen fo r  some of the mater ia ls  initially con- 
s idered  for use  in the intermediate l aye r ( s ) .  The zirconates were deleted because the 
available data were insufficient to permit real is t ic  evaluation of their  compatibilities 
with other mater ia ls  of in teres t .  Likewise, the HfB2/SiC composite was omitted be- 
cause  i t  was thought that this mater ia l  could not be successfully plasma sprayed with- 
out an extensive development program. More detailed thermodynamic conside rations 
indicated the use of hypereutectic carbides to  be inadvisable because of the possible 
reduction of the outermost oxide layer  b y  the carbide o r  f r e e  carbon. Of g rea te r  con- 
s equence, i f  the carbides were heated sufficiently they could carburize adjacent metal  
constituents and be oxidized to fo rm large  quantities of CO. The gas generated could 
expand and build up sufficient p ressu re  behind the impervious outer coating layers  to  
spa11 off some o r  all  of the outer layers .  Similarly, composites containing MoSi2 such 
a s  Boride Z and ~ f ~ ~ / M o S i 2  would endanger the coating by potential generation of 
volatile molybdenum oxide. In addition, the silicide could reac t  with adjacent meta ls  
t o  f o r m  low-melting eutectics.  The borides including the Borolite- 101 composite 
could a lso  oxidize with the generation of gases,  but were not thought t o  pose a s  ser ious  
a problem. 
Inclusion of a B e 0  layer  seemed desirable a s  a b a r r i e r  to oxygen diffusion, but 
this  oxide reac t s  in the presence of water  vapor and becomes volatile a t  high t emper -  
a tures .  Although water vapor i s  a major  constituent of the thrust-chamber gas 
(Table 1)) the B e 0  should not attain the cri t ical  reaction temperature,  which i s  gen- 
e ra l ly  reported as  3000 F. In addition, the relatively impervious oxidation-resistant 
outer  layer  should help prevent water -vapor contact with the B e 0  underlayer. In any 
event, B e 0  was considered only for  intermediate layers  because of the health hazard  
resulting f rom volatilization of B e 0  f rom an exposed-surface layer .  
Refractory-metal reinforcement was considered for strengthening intermediate 
l aye r s  of Tho2 o r  A1203. Although a l l  metals considered may be oxidized, it was 
expected that the outer coating layers  would somewhat protect the metal f rom oxidiz- 
ing atmosphere. Niobium was selected as  the reinforcing metal on the basis  of i t s  
ductility and insensitivity to embrittlement by oxygen. 
Pre l iminary  Coating Systems 
After consideration of the mater ia l  possibilities indicated in Table 4 and the 
limitations of these mater ia ls  a s  discussed above, 15 prel iminary coating sys tems 
were  devised. In all  cases,  the thickness of individual coating layers  was 0.002 in. 
o r  grea ter ,  but did not exceed 0.005 in. These values represent  the minimum pract i -  
cal  thickness for  reliable plasma-spray deposition and the maximum thickness not r e  - 
sulting in  excessively high thermal s t r e s ses ,  respectively. Five of the initial sys tems 
were  not considered further  because of the presence of hypereutectic carbides o r  
MoSi2 o r  because they were ve ry  s imi lar  to other systems.  Table 5 l i s t s  the composi- 
tion, thickness, and calculated interface temperature for each layer of the ten mult i-  
layer  coating sys tems st i l l  under conside ration a t  this point. Pre l iminary  thermal  
calculations indicated that all  coating systems would maintain the coating-substrate 
interface a t  a temperature well below the 16 00 F maximum permissible temperature.  
More accurate thermal  analyses were made for each of the above coating s y s -  
t ems  using the T WODHT computer program applicable to  t ime -dependent heat conduc - 
tion in two dimensions, A subroutine within the progra-m adjusts the values of 
TABLE 5. PRELIMINARY COATING SYSTEMS 
Calculated 
Laver  Interface 
Sys t em Layer  Laye r  ~ o r n ~ o s i t i o n ( a ) ,  v / o  Thickness , in. Tempera tu re ,  F 
-- 
A 5 T h o  2 
4 B e 0  
3 50 Be0-50  T iBe l2  
2 20 Be0-80  TiBe12 
1 TiBe 12 
Subs t ra te  Hastelloy X 
5 T h o 2  0. 0035 
4 B e 0  0.002 
3 50 Be0-50 Type 304 s ta in less  0.002 
2 25 Be0-75  Type 304 s ta in less  0.002 
1 Type 3 04 s ta in less  0. 002 
Subs t ra te  Type 347 s ta in less  0.010 
5 ZrO2 
4 B e 0  
3 50 Be0-50  T iBe l2  
2 20 Be0-80  T i B e l 2  
1 TiBe 12 
Substrate  Hastelloy X 
5 Hf 0 2  
4 B e 0  
3 50 Be0-50  T iBe l2  
2 20 Be0-80  T iBe l2  
1 TiBe 12 
Subs t ra te  Hastelloy X 
4 ZrO2 
3 ZrB2 
2 50 ZrB2-50 Hastelloy X 
1 20 ZrB2-80 Hastelloy X 
Subs t ra te  Hastelloy X 
4 Hf02 0.0035 
3 50 Hf02-50 Type 304 s ta in less  0. 003 
2 20 Hf02-80 Type 304 s ta in less  0. 003 
1 Type 304 s ta in less  0.002 
Subs t ra te  Type 347 s ta in less  0.010 

temperature-dependent propert ies  to those appropriate to instantaneous thermal  conditions. 
A second subroutine accounts for  the geometry of the simulated specimen, which in  this 
case  was a cylindrical substrate-coating shell with azimuthal symmetry.  Severa l  p re -  
l iminary computer runs established that the r e  was no significant variation of heat  t r ans fe r  
f rom point to point in the axial direction. Accordingly, the problem was t rea ted  as  a 
one-dimensional heat- transfer  analysis.  Polar  coordinates were retained i n  the simplified 
analysis,  and the a r e a  increase  corresponding to increasing radius (decreasing depth be- 
low coating surface)  was taken into account. 
The steady-state heat flux and substrate-coating interface temperature were  used 
as  c r i t e r i a  for assess ing  how well the computer p rogram simulated the actual operating 
conditions expected. In eve ry  case,  the heat flux was v e r y  nearly the des i red  20 Btu/ 
(sec)( in.  2 ) .  The calculated substrate surface temperature exceeded the des i red  1600 F 
in  some instances, but in no case attained a value a s  high as  1800 F. It was believed 
that all  computer calculations approximated the expected operating conditions well 
enough to be considered valid analyses. As expected, al l  calculations showed that the 
outermost  coating layer  would encounter the most  severe  temperature gradient; con- 
sidering al l  coating sys tems,  the temperature difference ac ross  the outermost layer  
averaged 2011 F,  while that ac ross  all  other layers  taken together averaged 716 F. 
Selection of Candidate Coating Systems 
Thermal  s t r e s s e s  in  the above coating sys tems were  evaluated by a one-dimensional 
e las t ic  analysis of the cylindrical thin-shell model considered in the thermal  analyses. 
The analysis assumed axial symmetry  and plane s t r a in  and, hence, considered only 
changes in  temperature and s t r e s s  in the radial  direction (i. e .  , ac ross  the thickness of 
the coated substrate) .  The constancy of temperature along the cylinder length indicated 
by the thermal  calculations permitted end effects to be neglected, and neglecting end 
effects was equivalent t o  specifying that the cylinder was unrestrained. For  unrestrained 
cylinders, s t r e s s e s  in the central  portions a r e  g rea te r  than those near  the ends. The 
analysis therefore was thought to provide a good est imate of the maximum s t r e s s  present  
i n  the coating system. 
S t ress  analyses were made with the aid of the AXISOL computer program. AXISOL 
i s  the Battelle -Columbus version of the "Wilson" finite -element program(27)  for  s t r e s s  
analysis of general bodies of revolution in  which the body i s  considered to  be a s e r i e s  of 
ring elements with rectangular c ross  sections. This p rogram i s  part icularly useful for  
analysis of multilayer thin-shelled structures because i t  permits  a rb i t r a ry  variations of 
composition and temperature ac ross  the thickness of the shell.  To obtain s t r e s s e s  in  
the central  portion of the cylindrical shell  ( i . e . ,  the maximum s t r e s s  in  the coating sys -  
t e m )  i t  was necessary  to  consider only a thin sl ice perpendicular to  the symmet ry  axis 
which corresponded to  a single row of ring elements.  By imposing the conditions that 
axial s t ra in  remained constant within the sl ice and that no net axial load was transmit ted 
through the sl ice,  it was assu red  that the s t r e s s e s  calculated corresponded to  the maxi-  
m u m  s t r e s s  levels present  in the coating under the geometrical and thermal conditions 
imposed. 
I t  was assumed that  all  materials  behaved elastically, and room-temperature 
values of elast ic  constants were used when elevated-temperature data were not available. 
However, calculated s t r e s s  values exceeded the substrate yield strength, indicating that 
the substrate would deform, part icularly a t  elevated temperatures.  The 1 to  2 percent  
deformation expected would reduce the level  of s t r e s s  present  in  the coating. Although 
the  calculations therefore gave s t r e s s e s  l a rge r  than those anticipated in  actual service ,  
they were thought to  be adequate for computing relative s t r e s s  levels among the various 
coating s ystems . 
S t r e s s e s  under conditions of thermal  shock (sudden initial heating on star tup) 
were  found to be not significantly g rea te r  than those under steady-state conditions. Most 
s t r e s s  occurred  in  the outermost  heated layer  during initial t ransient  heating, but al l  
l aye r s  were highly s t r e s sed  a t  steady state. Accordingly, steady-state s t r e s s e s  were  
judged to be the most cr i t ical  and were emphasized in  interpretation of the analyses. 
As desired,  hotter surfaces were  in  compression and cooler surfaces were in  tension 
a t  all  t imes  and under a l l  conditions. Of grea ter  significance, the analyses showed 
that  subsurface tensile s t r e s s e s  would be developed within al l  the coating systems con- 
s idered  except two. Because al l  coating systems met  the thermal requirements of the 
application and because of the bri t t le  nature of many of the coating constituents, sub- 
surface  tensile s t r e s s  was taken a s  the major  cr i ter ion for  evaluation and selection of 
coating sys tems.  Table 6 ranks the coating sys tems i n  order  of increasing subsurface 
tensi le  s t r e s s  and tabulates corresponding s t r e s s e s  ( Z )  at the outer surface of the coat- 
ing and the inner surface of the metal tube. 
TABLE 6 .  RANKING O F  COATING SYSTEMS BY MAXIMUM 
TENSILE STRESSES IN THE COATINGS 
- - 
Maximum 
Z-S t re s s  on Z-S t r e s s  on Subsurface 
Hot Surface,  Cold Surface ,  Tens i le  
Ranking Coating 105 ps i  lo5  psi  S t r e s s ,  105 psi  
M 
G 
N 
D 
B 
Rocketdyne 
H 
A 
F 
K 
C 
-- 
( a )  T h e  Rocketdyne coating, included here for purpose of comparison, was a plasma-sprayed graded Inconel/  
zirconia system. This coating had a thermal resistance of 200 in2. /(sec)(F)(Btu), and was able  t o  reduce 
the surface remperature of a n ickel  cooling ring from 2600 F t o  1500 F. Effective heat flux to  the  
substrate was reduced from 50 t o  25 Btu/(in.2)(sec) with the  coating. T h e  coating system \\rithstood 
100 thermal  shocks from 4000 F t o  65 F surface temperature. 
Reference: H. W. Carpenter,  "Heat Barrier Coatings for Rocket Engines", Summary of the 
Thirteenth Meet ing of the  Refractory Composites Working Group, DMIC Memorandum 227, pp 16-17, 
September 1, 1967. 
Coating systems selected for further  investigation, fabrication, and testing were 
those having the lowest calculated values of subsurface tensile s t r e s s .  Although Coating 
System G did not develop a subsurface tensile s t r e s s ,  i t  was not selected a s  a candidate 
sys tem because thermal analysis indicated that the metallic component of the outermost  
intermediate layer  would be subjected to excessive tempera tures .  Coating Systems M, 
N, D, and B were selected for  further  study, and were redesignated Coating Systems 1, 
2, 3, and 4, respectively. Tables 7 through 10 summarize the calculated tempera tures  
and thermal  s t r e s s e s  expected to be present  during steady-state operation of the rocket 
engine a t  layer  interfaces of the four candidate coating systems selected. Since property 
data was not available in  some instances at the required tempera tures ,  recalculation of 
sys tems should be conducted a s  data becomes available to obtain a more  accurate s tate  
of s t r e s s .  
PREPARATION 0 F SPECIMENS AND COATINGS TESTS 
-
Plasma-Spraying Equipment, Materials,  and Techniques 
All plasma spraying was done in  the stainless s teel  sp ray  chamber shown in 
Figure  1. P r i o r  to spraying, the chamber was evacuated to  at leas t  t o r r  and 
backfilled with 99.998 percent  pure argon passed through a bed of activated alumina. 
A modified Plasmadyne Model SG- 1B hand-held p lasma-arc  powder sp ray  gun was used 
i n  all  cases ;  standard gun electrodes were  used for  spraying most  of the coatings applied 
in  the ea r ly  stages of the program. Arc  and powder c a r r i e r  gases were argon of the 
same  grade and dryness used to backfill the sp ray  chamber. A r c  power was supplied 
by a rect if ier  having an open-circuit output voltage of 80 v and capable of continuous 
operation at 40 kw. Powder mater ia l  was injected into the powder ca r r i e r -gas  s t r e a m  
b y  means of a Plasmadyne Rotofeed 1000 powder hopper. 
Since state-of- the-art  plasma spraying was to be utilized in preparing the coatings 
and i t  was not intended to optimize all  the materials  required for testing program, 
parameters  for  plasma spraying which had been determined previously were  utilized in 
the program. However, some development was required since many of the mater ia ls  
had not been sprayed as  thin coatings onto thin substrates a s  consecutive layers .  
Initial experiments were  conducted to  determine spraying parameters  for the 
various materials  on the thin substrates required in the program.  Coatings were 
applied to small  0. 020- o r  0. 040-in. -thick coupons of Type 347 stainless s teel  o r  
Hastelloy X clamped to a water-cooled copper chill plate. La te r  experiments, includ- 
ing fabrication of specimens for bond- and tensile-strength specimens, involved coating 
2 by 4-in. a reas  of the 3 by 5 by 0. 010-in. sheet and required the fabrication of the 
special  cooling jig depicted in  Figure 2. This jig provided effective cooling by a thin 
curtain of rapidly flowing water  a t  60 psig in direct  contact with the substrate and p re -  
vented melting o r  severe  warping of thin substrates during plasma spraying. Increas-  
ing substrate temperature usually enhances adhesion; however, in this case,  because 
of the thin substrates,  this variable could not be utilized. 
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FIGURE 2. WATER-COOLED FIXTURE FOR PLASMA 
SPRAYING FLAT SPECIMENS 
All subs t r a t e s  were  p repa red  f o r  coating by vapor  blasting to  obtain a roughened 
sur face  and w e r e  r in sed  i n  water  and ul t rasonical ly  cleaned i n  both t r ichlorethylene and 
ethyl alcohol. Sur face  roughnesses ,  i n  microinches r m s ,  were  measu red  with a 
Model B L l l O  Brush  Surfindicator.  Details of sur face  preparat ion a r e  given i n  follow- 
ing sect ions.  In a l l  c a ses ,  coating thicknesses  were  determined by m i c r o m e t e r  m e a -  
su remen t s  taken a t  s eve ra l  locations both before and af te r  coating deposition. Samples 
w e r e  examined metal lographical ly  for  densi ty  and coating adhesion. 
S p r a y  powders used  in  this  p r o g r a m  were :  
(1) Molybdenum: P lasmal loy  11 1 -M, minus 200 plus 325 m e s h  
(2)  Niobium: Atlantic Equipment Engineers ,  p l a sma-sp ray  grade 
(3) Type 304 s tainless  s tee l :  P lasmal loy  213-M, minus 200 plus 
325 m e s h  
(4)  Hastel loy C: P lasmal loy  2 11-M, minus 200 plus 325 m e s h  
(5)  Nichrome: P lasmal loy  207-M, nickel-20 w/o  chromium, minus 
200 plus 325 m e s h  
( 6 )  A1203: P lasmal loy  331-M, minus 200 plus 325 mesh 
(7) Z r 0 2 :  Atlantic Equipment Engineers ,  fused, stabilized, p lasma-  
s p r a y  grade  
(8) Hf02: Atlantic Equipment Engineers ,  fused, r eac to r  p l a sma-sp ray  
grade, 99 .9  percent,  minus 150 plus 325 m e s h  
(9)  Tho2:  Atlantic Equipment Engineers ,  high-density, fused, p l a sma-  
s p r a y  grade ,  TH-265 
(10) BeO: Brush  Beryl l ium Company, CGHF grade,  minus 20 m e s h  
(hot p r e s s e d  and crushed  before use  - s e e  below) 
( 1 1) NiA1: Atlantic Equipment Engineers ,  prealloyed, p l a sma-sp ray  grade  
(12) TiBe 12: synthesized at Battelle-Columbus , 
With the exception of BeO, a l l  ma te r i a l s  were  used i n  the a s - r ece ived  condition. Ma- 
t e r i a l  blends were  p repa red  by weighing appropriate  amounts of the constituents into a 
polyethylene jar  and mixing by rolling on bal l -mil l  ro l l s .  
F r o m  previous work i t  was known that the low density and extremely fine part icle  
s i ze  of B e 0  made this material  ext remely  difficult to plasma spray. Therefore, the 
coa r ses t  grade of B e 0  commercial ly available (20 mesh)  was ordered  with the intention 
of crushing it to  an appropriate s ize,  such a s  minus 100 plus 200 mesh.  However, the 
received mate r i a l  was found to consist  of agglomerates of extremely fine part icles ,  s o  
no advantage was obtained with this material .  Various attempts to plasma s p r a y  the 
as- received mate r i a l  m e t  with lit t le success.  In one attempt an ultrahigh-velocity 
electrode inse r t  was employed. While the inse r t  did not solve the problems of plasma 
spraying of BeO, it was found to be helpful in  spraying the highly ref rac tory  Tho2,  Hf02, 
and ZrO2. Accordingly, the ultrahigh-velocity i n s e r t  was used throughout the remainder 
of  the p rogram for these mater ia ls ;  minor modification of spraying parameters  permit ted 
use  of this i n s e r t  to  deposit the l e s s - re f rac to ry  metals and alloys a s  well. 
The difficulties with B e 0  were  resolved by in-house processing of the as- received 
mater ia l .  Billets approximately 2 in. in  diameter  by 3 in. were  hot pressed f rom the 
a s  -received mater ia l  a t  3000 F and 1000 psi. The hot-pressed billets were hand crushed 
and screened to  minus 100 plus 200- and minus 200 plus 325-mesh size ranges. Both 
s i ze  ranges were  found to  be acceptable for plasma spraying, and hot-pressed, crushed, 
and sized B e 0  was used throughout the remainder of the program. 
The final parameters  for applying plasma-sprayed coatings to the specimens a r e  
l i s ted  in  Table 11. These values a r e  not to  be considered as  optimum since the develop- 
ment  of optimized coating techniques i n  respect  to  density, adhesion, o r  efficiency for  
a l l  the mater ia ls  studied was not within the scope of the program. Table 12 l i s t s  the 
composition and thickness of the layers  for the four types of specimens selected for  
rocket testing. 
Substrate Tensile Strength 
The dependence of substrate tensile strength on surface roughness and on heating 
occurring during application of plasma-sprayed coatings was investigated by two s e r i e s  
of measurements.  In the f i r s t  s e r i e s ,  the tensile strengths of uncoated substrates 
roughened to various degrees by vapor blasting and by d r y  gr i t  blasting were determined. 
The second s e r i e s  involved specimens al l  roughened to the same degree, but coated with 
various plasma-sprayed mater ia ls  and mater ia l  systems.  F o r  both s e r i e s  of measure -  
ments,  3 by 5 by 0,010-in. coupons of annealed Type 347 stainless s tee l  o r  Hastelloy X 
were  machined to fo rm th ree  specimens f rom each coupon. Final specimen dimensions 
were  5 by 0. 75 by 0. 010 in . ,  with a 2. 5-in. -long central  section reduced to a 0. 50-in. 
width. 
F o r  the f i r s t  se r i e s  of tes ts ,  substrates were roughened t o  nominal roughnesses 
of 5, 25, 30, and 50 p in. r m s  by vapor blasting with si l ica gr i t  a t  0, 20, 50, and 
9 5 psig, respectively. A few additional substrates were roughened to 150 p in. r m s  by 
d r y  gr i t  blasting a t  30 psig, but were deformed appreciably. Effects of distortion on 
tensi le  s t r ips  a s  a result of roughening a r e  shown i n  Figure 3. Attainment of g rea te r  
surface roughness was impract ical  with a fine-particle-size blasting media because the 
thin substrates were  severe ly  deformed at high blasting p ressures .  In addition, defects 
caused by roughening above 50 p in. r m s  would reduce the strength of the substrate.  For  
example, surface roughness above 60 p in. r m s  requires minus 120-mesh gri t ,  which 
contains part icles  having sizes up to 0.0049 in. At blasting p ressures  of 50 psi these 
part icles  would introduce defects up to 0. 003 in, deep in the 0. 0 10-in, material .  
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FIGURE 3. DEFORMATION O F  SUBSTRATES AS A RESULT OF ROUGHENING 
TOP: Dry-gri t  blasted on both s ides at 12-inch distance, 
30-psi p ressu re .  Surface roughness of 150 pin.  r m s .  
Middle: Vapor blasted on one side at 4-inch distance, 
95-psi p ressu re .  Surface roughness of 55 pin. r m s .  
Bottom: Vapor blasted on both sides at  4-inch distance, 
95-psi p ressu re .  Surface roughness of 55 pin. r m s .  
Although i t  could not be eliminated, distortion was reduced somewhat by roughening both 
sides of the substrates. 
Tensile tests  were conducted a t  a loading rate (crosshead speed) of 0.2 in. per rnin 
using a 1-in. extensometer. The high rate was used to minirnize testing time and costs, 
and did not impair  reproducibility of measured values. Ultimate strength was calculated 
by dividing load at  fracture by the initial cross-sectional area .  Yield s t ress  and elastic 
modulus were determined f rom the recorded s t ress l s t ra in  curve. Elongation was es t i -  
mated f rom the initial and final specimen lengths. Since the gripped ends were not 
deformed during testing but were included in length measurements, reported elongation 
values a r e  somewhat low, although they a r e  adequate for purposes of comparison. 
Results of tensile strength measurements a r e  given in  Tables 13 and 14. 
Vapor blasting a t  p ressures  of 50 psig o r  less  had little effect on ultimate strength, 
yield strength, o r  ductility, but decreased elastic modulus by up to  about 20 percent. 
Vapor blasting a t  higher pressures  and dry-gri t  blasting at  even low pressures  severely 
deformed the substrates, introduced defects, resulted in  work hardening, and caused 
appreciable reduction in ductility. On the basis of these measurements, all  substrates 
subsequently prepared during the course of this program were roughened by vapor 
blasting at  a pressure  not more  than 50 psig. 
Each 3 by 5 by 0.010-in. substrate coupon for the second se r ies  of tes ts  was 
roughened to approximately 30 p in. r m s  by vapor blasting a t  50 psi and was ultrason- 
ical ly cleaned in  both trichlorethylene and absolute ethyl alcohol. The uncoated sub- 
s t ra te  thickness was measured and the coupon was plasma sprayed in the water-cooled 
jig shown in Figure 2 using the spraying parameters listed i n  Table 11. Three tensile 
specimens of the size and configuration described above were machined f rom each cou- 
pon. Before tensile testing, some specimens were used for coating bond-strength 
measurements (as described in  the next section). The absence of coating in  localized 
a r ea s  was thought to have no detectable effect on the values relative to those of the sub- 
s t ra te ,  and all coating material  flaked off the substrate during tensile testing. 
Specimens were sealed in  plastic bags to  prevent release of Be0  and Tho2 dust 
t o  the open a i r .  Because this precaution prevented use of an extensometer to measure  
strain,  yield strength and elastic-modulus data were not obtained. As before, a strain 
ra te  (cros shead speed) of 0.20 in, per  min was used. Ultimate strength was calculated 
by  dividing load at fracture by the initial cross-sectional a r ea  of the uncoated substrate,  
and the percent elongation was estimated f rom the change i n  overall specimen length. 
Results of this se r ies  of measurements, listed in Table 15 showed that the thermal 
environment imposed during deposition of plasma-sprayed coatings had the general 
effect of decreasing the tensile strength and ductility of the substrate material  by a 
relatively small  amount. While in no case did the substrate strength loss exceed 15 per-  
cent, substrate strength losses for Systems 2, 3, and 4 were five to six times that for 
the System 1 substrate. This result implied that the System 1 coating resulted i n  a 
lower substrate temperature and, hence less  decrease in substrate strength. 
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TABLE 15. TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELONGATION O F  PLASMA-SPRAYED 
SUBSTRATES 
Average Average Average 
Number of Tensile St rength  Est imated 
Specilnens Strength,  p s i  Loss ,  percent  Elongation, percent  
Hastelloy X Subs t ra t e s  
(Reference)  
Sys tem 1 
Sys tem 2 
Sys tem 3 
Type 347 Sta in less  Steel  Subst ra tes  
(Reference)  4 1 0 0 , 4 9 0  0 
Type 304 s t a in le s s  4 94, 150 6 .  3 
Svs tem 4 4 8 4 , 0 5 0  14. 1 
- - 
( a )  Reference speclinens \\.ere uncoated substrates prevloi~sly measured (Tables 13 and 14). The geometry, size, annealing 
procedure, vapor-blastlng pressure, and testlng straln rate were ldentlcal for coated speclrneils and corresponding reference 
specimens. 
It may be noted (Table 12) that B e 0  and B e 0  blends constituted over half the total 
coating thickness for  al l  coating systems except System 1, which contained no BeO. 
Since the room-temperature thermal conductivity of B e 0  is  roughly 10 times that of 
TiBelZ and 20 times that of T ~ o ~ " ' ,  the overall  thermal conductivity of System 1 may 
be expected to be lower than that for any other system under consideration. However, 
calculations made in connection with coating system selection indicated substrate in ter -  
face temperatures of 1200 to  1250 F and tempera ture  gradients ac ross  the entire  coating 
of 2660 to 2840 F for a l l  coating systems.  The calculated differences among the various 
sys tems s e e m  insufficient t o  account for the differences in  subs t ra te  strength loss.  The 
validity of these and other  calculations i s  open to question, however, on the basis that, 
while accurate data a r e  available on the propert ies  of conventionally prepared  mater ia ls ,  
l i t t le i s  known of the effect of plasma spraying on mater ia l  propert ies  o r  of the actual 
property values for  plasma-sprayed deposits. The discrepancy between calculated and 
actual property values of plasma-sprayed mater ia ls  was c lear ly  demonstrated by a 20- 
fold difference between calculated and measured values of thermal  diffusivity for Coating 
System 4. (These measurements will be discussed below. ) 
An alternate explanation for the high strength of substrate coated with Sys tem 1 i s  
that,  while the thermal  conductivity of the coating itself was not gross ly  different f r o m  
that of other systems,  the effective coating/ substrate interface conductivity was lower 
than for the other coating systems.  The very low bond strength found for Sys tem 1, a s  
discussed in the next section, seems t o  support this explanation in that a low conductiv- 
i ty  would result  f r o m  a poor bond. 
In consideration of the above discussion and on the basis  of available information, 
i t  may be stated with confidence only that application of the part icular  coating systems 
deposited under the conditions employed in this p rogram resulted in  substrate strength 
losses  on the o rde r  of 10 percent,  except for  Coating System 1, for which the substrate 
strength loss  was v e r y  minor.  Further  study to a r r ive  at a complete and sat isfactory 
explanation for  the low strength loss of Sys tem 1 substrates was beyond the scope of 
"his program. 
%ased on values for dense polycrystalline materials: J. F. Lynch, C. G. Ruderer, W. H. Duckworth, "Engineering Properties of 
Ceramics", AFML-TR- 66- 52 (June, 1966). 
Coating Bond Strength 
The purpose of this work was threefold: (1) to estimate the general level of coating- 
substrate bond strength of plasma-sprayed coating, (2) to establish the general degree of 
dependence of coating bond strength on substrate surface roughness, and (3) to determine 
the approximate bond strength of candidate coating materials .  
Experiments to achieve the f i r s t  two of the above objectives were conducted con- 
currently with materials  selection efforts, and, therefore, employed coating materials  
of the general types expected to  be selected for the candidate coating systems. Materials 
used in this f i r s t  ser ies  of measurements of coating bond strength were Z r02 ,  A1203, 
75 v /o  NiA1-25 v/o ZrO2, and Z r02  applied over underlayers of various metals o r  NiA1. 
Bond strengths of candidate coating systems were measured l a te r  in  a second s e r i e s  of 
t e s t s  conducted after these systems had been selected. Substrate preparation, plasma 
spraying, and bond-strength testing procedures were substantially as described below 
i n  all cases ;  modifications in  the procedures will be noted where appropriate in l a t e r  
discussions. 
In all  cases,  3 by 5 by 0. 010-in. Hastelloy-X or  Type 347 stainless steel substrates 
were roughened by vapor blasting and ultrasonically cleaned in both trichlorethylene and 
absolute ethyl alcohol. After measurement of thickness and surface roughness, sub- 
s t ra tes  were clamped in the direct-contact water-cooled fixture shown in Figure 2 and 
plasma-spray coated using the spraying parameters established for each material .  Coated 
substrates were cut and/or machined to desired dimensions, abraded on the uncoated 
side, and washed with acetone. A stainless steel  tensile rod, 5/16 in. in diameter by 
-2 in. long was cemented to the coating, and a second identical rod was cemented to  the 
uncoated side of the substrate directly opposite and in  alignment with the first.  Cementing 
was accomplished by placing a small  coupon of FM-1000 film adhesive between the surface 
t o  be joined, holding the assembly together under a light clamping pressure,  and curing 
the adhesive for 1 h r  at  300 to 350 F. This adhesive was selected for high strength and 
lack of penetration into the coating. Figure 4 shows a specimen assembly in place i n  the 
testing machine. The upper tensile rod was held in the stationary chuck of a universal 
testing machine and the lower rod was connected to the movable crosshead by a wire-mesh 
s t r ap  looped over a tool-steel pin inserted through the tensile rod. This arrangement 
minimized shear s t resses  by permitting the specimen to align itself in the testing machine. 
All specimens were tested to fracture a t  a crosshead speed of 0.010 in. lmin; this rapid 
testing rate was considered adequate for obtaining comparative values of coating bond 
strength. Blank tests  indicated a tensile strength of 3000 to  4000 psi for the adhesive 
under the conditions used for application and testing. 
Specimens failed by the fracture modes depicted i n  Figure 5 o r  by combinations of 
these.  The exact location of fractures could not be accurately determined fo r  specimens 
of the multilayer candidate coating systems; fractures a r e  reported as occurring within 
the coating (Type 6 fracture)  o r  a t  the substrate (Type 5 fracture) .  Many fracture s u r -  
faces were curved (Types 3, 4, and 6 )  o r  extended slightly beyond the edges of the tensile 
rods,  but the approximate data desired did not justify efforts  to measure the exact f rac -  
tu re  area. Accordingly, fracture strengths were calculated by dividing the tensile load 
a t  fracture by the cross-sectional a rea  of the tensile rod. This approximation, together 
with the variety of fracture modes and the small number of specimens, resulted in  
scat tered and somewhat inconclusive data, particularly for the f i r s t  se r i es  of specimens. 
1. Testing Machine 
Stat ionary Chuck 
2. Tensi le  Rod 
3 .  Specimen 
4. Pin 
5. Wire Mesh Strap 
6. Testing Machine Crosshead 
7. Film Adhesive 
8. Plasma-Sprayed Coating 
9 .  Substra te  
Detai l  of Specimen 
FIGURE 4. TESTING ARRANGEMENT F O R  BOND 
STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS 
Fracture 
Type 
Code Locat ion of Fracture 
Adhe s ive 
Adhes ive 
Subs t ra te / f i r s t  layer 
interface 
F i r s t  layer/second 
layer interface 
Second layer  
F i r s t  layer  
Substrate/coating 
interface 
Coating 
FIGURE 5. TYPES O F  COATING FRACTURE 
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The initial s e r i e s  of bond-strength measurements employed coatings applied to  
substrates roughened to  nominal values of 20, 27, 45, and 55 p in. r m s  by vapor blasting 
a t  p ressu res  of approximately 20, 30, 70, and 95 psig, respectively. A few substrates 
were roughened to values a s  high as 130 p in. r m s  by d ry  g r i t  blasting a t  30 psig. Re-  
sul ts  of this se r i e s  of bond-strength measurements a r e  given in Tables 16, 17, and 18 
and Figures 6 and 7. Although data were  scat tered,  a general  t rend toward increasing 
bond strength with increasing surface  roughness was discernible. That this tendency 
pers is ted  even i n  two-layer coatings which fractured a t  locations other than the coating- 
subs t ra te  interface suggested that the effect of substrate surface  roughness may be 
c a r r i e d  through to  the second coating layer .  
TABLE 18. CHARACTERIZATION AND FRACTURE STRENGTH O F  PLASMA- 
SPRAYED ALUMINUM OXIDE COATINGS 
Surface Roughness, Applied Strength, Type 
Specimen microinches Force ,  lb psi F rac tu re  
Hastelloy-X Substrates 
T v ~ e  347 Stainless Steel Substrates 
S-1B-A 2 0 4 3 560 4 , 5  
S-1A-A 3 0 42 545 4 , 5  
S-2A-A 8 0 3 2 415 4 
S -4B -A 110 3 2 415 5 
S-4A-A 130 3 2 415 
- 
5 
(a) Washed in alcohol before coating. 
(b) Ultrasonically cleaned in trichlorethylene before coating. 
(c) Coating stripped off in large sheet. Area of coating removed -1.3 square inches. 
(d) Coating stripped off in large sheet. Area of coating removed -1.6 square inches. 
On the basis  of s ix  f rac tures  occurring wholly within a Z r 0 2  layer ,  the cohesive 
strength of plasma-sprayed Z r 0 2  was est imated to  be 1030 psi.  Average values of 
940 and 950 psi were  obtained for  the 13 fractures a t  Zr02-underlayer interfaces and 
for  the 30 fractures partially i n  the Z r 0 2  layer  and partially at Zr02-underlayer in te r -  
faces,  respectively. The s imi lar i ty  of these values to each other  and to the indicated 
cohesive strength of Z r 0 2  suggested that f rac tures  a t  Zr02-underlayer interfaces may  
have resulted f r o m  Z r 0 2  failure a t  o r  ve ry  near  the interface. 
The fracture strength of ZrOZ deposited over metal l ic  undercoatings was not 
closely dependent on the type of undercoating, and strengths of these double-layer coat- 
ings were not consistently o r  markedly different f rom that of ZrO2 applied direct ly to a 
substrate.  However, both single - and double -layer coatings incorporating NiAl with 
Z r 0 2  had significantly g rea te r  strengths, a s  high as  3000 psi. The self-bonding nature 
of NiAl was thought to give it high cohesive strength and to  help bond Z r 0 2  grains to 
each other .  The improved bond to the substrate may have been due to the as-sprayed 
propert ies  of the NiAl being intermediate between those of the substrate and those of the 
Z r 0 2 .  
17 -20 25 -28 42 -45 50-55 Average 
Surface Roughness, microinches 
FIGURE 6. E F F E C T  O F  ROUGHNESS AND COATING SYSTEM ON STRENGTH 
O F  SPECIMENS WITH HASTELLOY -X SUBSTRATES 
17-20 30-32 45 50-55 Average 
Surface Roughness, microinches 
FIGURE 7 .  E F F E C T  OF ROUGHNESS AND COATING SYSTEM ON STRENGTH 
O F  SPECIMENS WITH TYPE 347 STAINLESS S T E E L  SUBSTRATES 
Specimens for the second se r i e s  of bond-strength measurements were  prepared  and 
tes ted  according to  the procedures discussed above, except that all  substrates were  vapor 
blasted a t  50 psig. This b las t ingpressure  was selected as  the highest pract ical  value 
which did not cause appreciable substrate deformation; surface roughne s se  s of approxi - 
mately 30 p in. rrns were obtained. Substrates were  cleaned and coated as  a l ready dis - 
cussed. Coated substrates were machined into tensi le  specimens so  that coating bond 
strength and tensile strength of coated substrates could be determined on the specimens. 
After  coating bond strengths were measured,  subs t ra tes  were pulled to  failure, a s  
discussed above. 
Results of bond-strength measurements fo r  the four candidate coating sys tems and 
for  single l aye r s  of plasma-sprayed Hastelloy X and Type 304 stainless s tee l  a r e  sum- 
mar ized i n  Table 19; average values of bond strengths determined in the f i r s t  s e r i e s  of 
measurements  a r e  included for comparison. 
TABLE 19. BOND STRENGTHS O F  PLASMA-SPRAYED COATINGS 
Average 
Quantity Quantitv in  Coating Bond Location of 
- 
Coating Tested ~ v e r a ~ e  (a) Strength, ps i  ~ r a c t u r e b )  
Second Ser ies  of Measurements (c) 
Type 304 stainless 8 
Hastelloy C 4 
System 1 4 
System 2 4 
System 3 4 
System 4(d) 6 
4130 Substrate 
3870 Substrate 
760 Substrate 
13 3 0 Coating 
1385 Coating 
3985 Coating 
F i r s t  Ser ies  of ~ e a s u r e m e n t s ( ~ )  
ZrO2 over molybdenum 4 4 7 3 0 Coating 
Z r 0 2  4 4 9 5 0 Substrate 
Z r 0 2  over Hastelloy C 5 5 1085 Coating 
ZrO2 over Nichrome 5 5 1180 Coating 
ZrO2 over NiAl 5 5 163 0 Coating 
75 v / o  NiA1-25 v / o  Z r 0 2  4 4 2335 Substrate 
A1203 5 5 470 Coating/substrate 
(a )  Specimens tested but not included in average are those for which failure occurred in the adhesive without fracture of the 
coating. 
(b) "Substrate" denotes failure a t  the coating-substrate interface which exposed a bare substrate. "Coating" fractures are  those 
which occurred elsewhere in the  coating system. 
(c)  Hastelloy X substrates roughened to - 30 p i n .  rrns by vapor blasting a t  50 psig. 
(d) Type 347 stainless steel substrates roughened to -30 p in .  rrns by vapor blasting a t  50 psig. 
(e)  Hastelloy X substrates roughened to 17 to 55 pin.  rrns (cf. Table 16). 
(f)  Type 347 stainless steel vapor blasted or dry grit blasted to roughnesses of 20 to 130 pin .  rrns (cf. Table  18). 
Single layers  of Hastelloy C and Type 347 stainless s teel  formed bonds of approxi- 
mate ly  4000 psi with the substrate materials .  In all  cases,  complete coating sys tems 
fractured a t  lower s t r e s s  levels and in most  cases  failure appeared to occur within a 
single layer  rather  than a t  layer  interfaces.  These observations indicated that the cohe- 
sive strength for at leas t  one of the four outermost layers  of the coating sys tem was ap-  
preciably l e s s  than the strength of the f i r s t  layer-substrate bond. Sys tem 1 was an 
exception in that all  f rac tures  occurred at the f i r s t  layer  -substrate interface. This r e -  
sult  was inconsistent because the bond strength of the f i r s t  layer  alone was five t imes  
that of the f i r s t  layer  when it was incorporated into the complete five-layer coating sys -  
tem. Moreover, even though the f i r s t  layer ,  the plasma-spraying parameters  for the 
f i r s t  layer ,  the substrate,  and the substrate preparat ion were identical for Systems 1 
and 2, System 2 f rac tures  occurred  within the coating and at s t r e s s  levels near ly  twice 
those sufficient to cause f rac ture  a t  the f i r s t  layer-subs t ra te  interface of Sys tem 1. 
Comparison of coating sys tem compositions (Table 12) and plasma-spraying parameters  
(Table 11) indicates that, even though the compositions of Systems 1 and 2 were some- 
what different, the parameters  used for plasma spraying corresponding layers  of the 
two systems were near ly  identical. 
I t  i s  apparent that the bond a t  the f i r s t  layer-substrate interface of Sys tem 1 was 
somehow degraded during deposition of subsequent layers ,  and that the conditions o r  
mechanisms causing this degradation were not present  o r  were  not a s  significant for  
the f i r s t  layer-substrate interface of System 2. Sufficient information concerning the 
nature and properties of plasma-sprayed deposits and the effects of plasma spraying 
additional layers  over preexisting coatings was not available at this t ime to permit  a 
sat isfactory explanation for  the poor bonding of Sys tem 1 and the excellent bonding of 
Sys tem 4, and studies to  acquire the information required were beyond the scope of 
this portion of the program. 
While it could not eas i ly  be definitely established, most  in-coating f rac tures  
appeared t o  occur in  the B e 0  layer ,  which may be expected to  be more  weak and 
.I, bri t t le  than any other layer .  ,, However, Coating System 4 exhibited ve ry  high f rac ture  
strengths even though it contained a B e 0  layer .  Four Sys tem 4 specimens tested but 
not included i n  the average in  Table 19 failed in  the adhesive. Two of these failures 
occurred  a t  ve ry  low s t r e s s  levels a s  a resul t  of improper bonding of the tensile rod 
to  the substrate,  but the other  two failed in  the adhesive a t  s t r e s s e s  i n  excess of 
3500 psi. 
In summary, the bond and cohesive strengths of Sys tem 4 were excellent, the bond 
strength of System 1 was poor and l e s s  than the cohesive strength, and the cohesive 
strengths of Systems 2 and 3 were  moderate and l e s s  than the coating bond strength. 
Thermal Diffusivitv 
At the request  of the project  monitor, a task  was added to the p rogram to deter -  
mine the thermal  diffusivity of one specimen of a complete plasma-sprayed coating sys-  
tem. Coating System 4 was selected for  study because l i te ra ture  data were available for 
the  propert ies  of al l  the component materials .  
The selected plasma-spraying parameters  were used to  deposit Coating System 4 
on a 118-in. -thick copper plate clamped to a water-cooled copper chill plate. The thick- 
ness of each coating layer  was increased t o  approximately 0 .005  in. in  o rde r  to  obtain 
'3ased on published data for dense polycrystalline materials prepared by conventional techniques. 
the total thickness of about 0.030 in. required for the measurement,  and an ext ra  layer  
of Type 304 stainless s tee l  was applied over the Tho2  outer l aye r  to  eliminate optical 
transpa-rency encountered with thoria at elevated temperatures.  Six 112-in. -diameter 
disks were cut and ground f r o m  the coated substrate,  and the coatings were removed by 
etching away the copper substrate in  nitric acid. Etched specimens were thoroughly 
cleaned in water to remove residual  acid and ultrasonically cleaned in trichlorethylene 
and absolute ethyl alcohol. One specimen was selected for  measurement  and a second 
was sectioned and polished to  provide a pre-test  reference micros t ructure  (Figure 8). 
Thermal  diffusivity was measured by a "flash l a s e r "  technique in which the speci-  
men i s  brought to thermal  equilibrium in  a vacuum furnace and heated by a brief l a s e r  
pulse directed a t  one face of the disk specimen. The t ime-temperature h is tory  of the 
opposite face as  the heat pulse propagates through the specimen is  direct ly related to 
the thermal diffusivity of the specimen. Specimen-surface tempera ture  was monitored 
for  approximately 1 h r  af ter  a l a s e r  pulse a t  each of four furnace temperatures between 
300 and 1040 C; measured values of thermal  diffusivity a s  a function of temperature a r e  
shown in Figure 9. No t ime dependence of thermal diffusivity was detected at temper-  
a tu res  l e s s  than 1000 C. 
Using published property values for each mater ia l  comprising the coating system, 
a computer analysis of t ransient  thermal  response predicted an overal l  thermal diffusiv- 
i t y  of 0.005 cm2/sec  a t  500 C. The value measured a t  this temperature,  0.0024 cm2/  
sec ,  was roughly 20 t imes  lower than the predicted result ,  a discrepancy much too large  
t o  be accounted for by the est imated *15 percent experimental e r r o r ,  inaccuracy of l aye r  
thickness measurement,  o r  the effects of porosity and oriented s t ruc ture  in plasma- 
sprayed materials .  Thermal  diffusivity (D) i s  related to  thermal  conductivity (k),  
density (p),  and specific heat  (C ) by the expression: D = k/pCp. The density of plasma- P 
sprayed materials  i s  generally In excess of 80 percent theoretical,  and may be measured 
and taken into account i n  diffusivity predictions. Appreciable changes in specific heat  
can  occur only by gross  changes in  chemical composition o r  by crystallographic modifi- 
cation. Even extreme changes in  density and specific heat  would account for only about 
1/50 to 1/30 of the difference between predicted and measured diffusivity values. Thus, 
it was concluded that the discrepancy in values was pr imar i ly  due t o  a gross  reduction 
of thermal conductivity resulting f rom the plasma-spraying process.  Boganov, e t  a ~ . ( ' ~ ) ,  
a l so  found thermal conductivities of flame - sprayed mater ia ls  to be much lower than those 
of the same  mater ia ls  prepared  by conventional sintering; they reported conductivities 
of  s ix  flame-sprayed oxides to  be 115 to 1/10 the values predicted. 
The following explanation appears to account sat isfactori ly for  the low thermal - 
conductivity of coatings deposited by plasma o r  flame spraying. During coating applica- 
tion, molten particles a r e  flattened and rapidly quenched onto the substrate to f o r m  a 
lamel lar  coating. Interpart icle  and part icle-substrate bonding i s  of a predominantly o r  
exclusively mechanical nature a s  a result  of the rapid quenching of part icles  a s  they a r e  
deposited and the relatively low levels of heat  they encounter during subsequent deposi- 
t ion of additional mater ia l .  The low cohesive and bond strength of plasma-sprayed oxide 
coatings was confirmed b y  measurements reported in  the preceding section. The thermal  
res is tance  at particle boundaries arising f rom poor interpart icle  bonding leads to  a 
d ras t i c  reduction in  overall  heat  conduction through the coating even though the thermal  
conductivity of individual part icles  is  equivalent to  that of dense, well-sinte red  mater ia l .  
Par t icular ly  severe reduction of overal l  thermal  conductivity m a y  be expected for  
plasma-sprayed coatings of oxides and other materials  susceptible to fracture by the rmal  
shock. Part icle  cracking and fracture of such mater ia ls  introduces additional discon- 
tinuities which further  impede thermal  t ransfer .  The above explanation i s  consistent 
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with experimental observations and implies that some reduction in overall  thermal  
conductivity i s  an unavoidable consequence of plasma spraying, particularly for m a -  
t e r i a l s  which a r e  sensitive to  thermal  shock. 
I t  has been demonstrated that the thermal  conductivity of plasma-sprayed mater ia ls  
may  be increased by sintering o r  hot isostat ic  compaction after spraying. The la t te r  pro-  
cess  may  be expected to  promote coating-substrate bonding and to effect densification of 
the coating in addition to enhancing interpart icle  bonding. Such post-spraying operations 
were not feasible for  the coatings of this program in  that the temperatures required to 
s in ter  the oxide l aye r s  a r e  i n  excess of the melting points of the metallic underlayers.  
Preparat ion of Uncooled Specimens 
for Rocket Testing 
The final specimen configuration for uncooled rocket firings evolved f r o m  the 
s e r i e s  of designs depic tedin  Figure 10. In all  cases ,  overal l  specimen dimensions 
were 1 by 1 by 1-114 in. to  conform to the dimensions of the existing rocket facility. 
The initial design (Figure 10a) proposed for use  a s  a rocket- test  specimen was 
a U-shaped 0. 010-in. -thick substrate clamped to a water-cooled copper block during 
coating deposition. The 0. 010-in. thickness was selected because this was the substrate 
thickness intended for use i n  the final full-scale rocket engine. The upper surface of the 
specimen substrate was to be plasma sprayed with a candidate coating sys tem while on 
the cooling block, after which a thermocouple was to  be  welded to  the uncoated backside 
of the substrate and the instrumented specimen mounted in  place in  the rocket nozzle by 
imbedding al l  but the coated surface in  plaster .  While substrates of this design had 
been previously plasma sprayed with apparent success for  rocket tes ts  using thicker 
subs t ra tes ,  the thin substrates buckled when removed f r o m  the cooling block a s  a resul t  
of distortion due to thermal  s t r e s s e s  se t  up on the plasma-sprayed surface of the 
substrate. 
A second, s imi lar ,  approach was t r i ed  i n  which a block of plaster  was cas t  into 
the in ter ior  of the U-shaped substrate pr ior  t o  plasma spraying (Figure lob). The 
in ter ior  of the substrate had been abraded and cleaned to promote i t s  bonding with the 
p las ter ,  but a sufficiently strong bond was not achieved to prevent severe warping and 
distortion on plasma spraying. A variation of this approach which included a copper 
water  line imbedded i n  the plaster  was also t r ied  at the same time, with identical un- 
sat isfactory results .  
The third design, depicted in  Figure 10c, employed a solid-block substrate.  Be- 
cause 1 -in. -thick stock of Hastelloy X and Type 347 stainless s teel  substrate ma te r i a l  
was not readily available, these mater ia ls  were used only as  the top halves of blocks, 
while the bottom halves were  machined f rom mild steel .  The two halves were  fastened 
together with screws entering f rom the bottom to obtain a specimen substrate of the 
required dimensions. Two 28-gage Chrome1 and Alumel wires inser ted  through two 
stepped holes having a final diameter 0. 013 in. were welded in  place a t  the outer s u r -  
face of the substrate (the surface to  be coated) to f o r m  a three-leg Chromel-substrate-  
Alumel thermocouple at the substrate-coating interface. Each thermocouple junction 
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FIGURE 10. EVOLUTION O F  SPECIMENS FOR SHORT-TERM, UNCOOLED 
ROCKET FIRINGS 
(Rocket exhaust parallel to short side of specimen) 
was located 1 /4  in. f rom the center and 518 in. f r o m  ei ther  end of the surface to be 
coated so  that the thermocouple would monitor the average temperature of the central 
112 in. of the specimen along the axis of the rocket exhaust. After attachment of thermo- 
couple wires,  the surface to be coated was hand polished on e m e r y  cloth to remove excess 
weld metal ,  roughened by vapor blasting a t  50 psig, and ultrasonically cleaned in t r ichlor-  
ethylene and absolute alcohol. Several  attempts were  made to effectively insulate the 
thermocouple wires  f rom the walls of the holes through which they passed, but the results  
were  uncertain. Plast ic  insulation and organic and ref rac tory  cement s lu r r i e s  were used 
in  these attempts. 
Severa l  serious deficiencies in this specimen design soon became apparent. Chief 
among them were: 
(1)  The actual s ize of the thermocouple junctions could not be determined, 
with the resul t  that the depth below the substrate surface of the initial 
wire-substrate contact point could not be established. The exact loca- 
tion a t  which temperature was monitored was therefore unknown. 
( 2 )  The adequacy of thermocouple-wire insulation could not be assessed.  
Electr ical  continuity checks yielded positive resul t s  even when the 
thermocouple was short-circulated by wire-substrate contact a t  
points other  than a t  the welded junction. 
(3) The thin thermocouple wires and delicate welded junctions were easi ly 
broken during specimen preparation and mounting even when specimens 
were handled a s  carefully a s  possible. 
The upper half of each substrate block was screwed to a water-cooled chill plate 
and coated using optimized plasma-spraying parameters .  In all, four specimens of this 
design were  successfully plasma sprayed. Two of these were subjected to rocket firings, 
and two were destroyed b y  thermocouple failure during mounting i n  the rocket motor. 
Because of the uncertainties and difficulties involved, the design was discarded a t  this 
point. 
The fourth and final design for uncooled specimens, depicted in  Figure 10d, was 
a two-piece solid block identical to that just described except for the thermocouple 
arrangement.  In this case, a single stepped hole with a final diameter  0, 003 in. in 
excess  of the thermocouple diameter  was drilled through the block so  that i t  emerged 
a t  the center of the surface to  be coated. A sheathed thermocouple was inser ted  in  the 
hole and soft soldered to the back of the upper block so that i ts  flat t ip  was flush with 
the surface t o  be coated. The 0. 003-in. -thick Type 347 stainless s teel  sheath had an 
outside diameter  of 0. 020 in. and was capped by a flat end of the s a m e  material .  
Chrome1 and Alumel wires were welded to  the end cap to form a grounded-junction 
thermocouple. With this arrangement,  the depth of the thermocouple below the coating- 
substrate interface was the thickness of the end cap. This thickness var ied  f r o m  0.003 
to 0. 009 in. a s  determined by measurements on radiographs. 
Following attachment of thermocouples, specimens were roughened b y  vapor 
blasting a t  50 psig and were ultrasonically cleaned i n  trichlorethylene and absolute 
ethyl alcohol. During plasma spraying, the upper half of the specimen block was 
screwed t o  a water-cooled copper chill plate specially constructed to provide support 
for  the thermocouple and the lower half of the block. Plasma-spraying procedures and 
pa ramete r s  used were those described ea r l i e r .  
The instrumented specimen afforded an opportunity to  monitor the coating-substrate 
interface temperature during application of a plasma-sprayed coating. The output f rom 
the thermocouple was fed to a s t r ip-char t  recorder  operating at a char t  speed of 6 in. / 
min,  Each t r a v e r s e  (one complete scan of the plasma flame over the specimen surface)  
was c lear ly  apparent a s  a temperature spike on a typical recorder  t race ,  such a s  the one 
shown in  Figure 1 1 for  deposition of a single coating layer. The measured interface tem-  
pe ra tu re  increased with each successive t r ave r se  until a maximum value was attained. 
In the example shown, the interface substantially attained i ts  maximum temperature on 
the fifth t r a v e r s e  a s  a pseudoequilibrium was established between the heat  arr iving a t  the 
exposed surface f rom plasma spraying and the heat  dissipated by the specimen block. 
Figure 12 summarizes  substrate surface tempera tures  recorded during plasma 
spraying of one complete coating system. It  may be noted that af ter  deposition of the 
f i r s t  oxide-containing layer  (Layer 2), maximum substrate tempera tures  obtained dur-  
ing deposition of subsequent layers  ei ther  did not increase  o r  were reduced in spi te  of 
the  increasing sever i ty  of plasma spraying conditions. This situation may  be explained 
b y  assuming that  the additional oxide deposited increased the thermal  resistance of the 
total coating to  an extent which more  than compensated for the additional heat  a r r iv ing 
a t  the specimen due to increasing sever i ty  of spraying conditions. The t rend just dis-  
cussed was reve r sed  only during application of the final oxide layer ,  which could be 
deposited only with ve ry  high p lasma-arc  powers and with a spraying distance s o  smal l  
that  the specimen surface was immersed  i n  the plasma flame. Even under these ext reme 
conditions, the measured substrate surface temperature did not exceed 500 F. 
The above measurements of subs t ra te  surface  temperature indicated that the coat- 
ing apparently provided an effective thermal  b a r r i e r  and that even a relatively poorly 
cooled subs t ra te  with a 112-in. -thick block between the substrate-coating interface and 
the chill plate was not heated to high tempera tures  during plasma-arc deposition of the 
most  ref rac tory  of the candidate coating-s ys tem materials .  
Preparat ion of Cooled Specimens for Rocket Testing 
Specimen design for  cooled rocket firings was essentially an adaptation of the suc-  
cessful  water-cooled jig used for deposition of coatings on thin subs t ra tes  (Figure 2) .  
Basically, the specimen consisted of a 0. 010-in. -thick Type 347 stainless s teel  subs t ra te  
whose backside was in  d i rec t  contact with a thin curtain of rapidly flowing cooling water  
a t  60 psig. Ribs supported the thin subs t ra te  against the p ressure  of the coolant and a lso  
divided the water  curtain into four s t r eams  which flowed paral lel  to the axis of the rocket 
exhaust f r o m  leading to trailing edge. Stagnation of coolant a t  any point was prevented 
both by the r ibs and also by filling and emptying the cooling channels through narrow 
s lo ts  connecting the channels with r e se rvo i r s  extending the length of the specimen. 
Essent ia l  fea tures  of the specimen design a r e  depicted schematically in  Figure 13 and a s  
a disassembled specimen and one coated and ready for mounting in the rocket motor in  
Figure 14. 
Block end plates and the 0.010-in. -thick Type 347 stainless s teel  substrate were 
copper brazed i n  a hydrogen-atmosphere furnace after cleaning al l  components of the 
assembly.  In this operation it was necessa ry  to place the exact amount of braze  to  make 
the  joints but not block cri t ical  flow passages.  Several  specimens were brazed and ex- 
amined destructively to establish the amount of b raze  mater ia l  required. The cor rec t  
amount of braze  material  was placed at the interior  ribs by cementing shor t  lengths of 
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copper wire with a dilute solution of Duco cement in acetone, and by depositing a fillet of 
copper a t  the substrate-block junction a s  a s l u r r y  of copper powder, Duco cement, and 
acetone. The in ter iors  of the rectangular cooling channels and of the thermocouple hole 
were  coated with a thin layer  of braze  stop-off solution to prevent wetting these locations 
with copper. Ext reme care  was required in placing copper and stop-off around the the r -  
mocouple hole s ince a pressuret ight  water  sea l  was required yet excess  braze  would f i l l  
the hole by capillary action thus preventing contact of the thermocouple with the backside 
of the substrate.  Assemblies were brazed in d ry  hydrogen a t  2150 F and allowed to cool 
in  hydrogen i n  the cold zone of the furnace. 
Following brazing, 51 16-in. -diameter copper water  leads and a 0.040-in. -ID x 
approximately 2-in. -long stainless s teel  thermocouple guide tube were  s i lver  soldered 
i n  position on the back of the specimen block. Excess solder was ground off, and the 
thermocouple hole was cleared of any obstructions by  reaming it along i t s  ent i re  length 
with a 0. 030-in. -diameter dr i l l  bit. Excess substrate mater ia l  was sheared  off, and the 
substrate edges were ground flush with the sides of the specimen block and rounded 
slightly to facilitate adherence of the plasma- sprayed coating. Each specimen was 
pressur ized  with 300-psig carbon dioxide and checked for leakage by watching for  bubbles 
when the pressur ized  specimen was placed in an acetone bath. Dirt,  grease ,  and oxide 
obtained during the above operations were removed by vapor blasting a t  50 psig and 
ultrasonically cleaning in trichlorethylene and ethyl alcohol. Specimens were then 
instrumented with 0. 020-in. -diameter sheathed thermocouples of the type previously 
used on uncooled specimens and discussed above. Each thermocouple was spring loaded 
against the back of the stainless s tee l  substrate by soft soldering one end of an extended 
spring to the thermocouple sheath and the other end to the thermocouple guide tube. 
Coating System 4 was applied t o  the 0. 0 10-in. -thick cooled subs t ra te  by plasma 
spraying i n  d r y  argon. Spraying parameters  were essential ly those given i n  Table 11. 
Specimens were plasma sprayed in  batches of two and were cooled by approximately 
50 F water  flowing through them in  a parallel-flow arrangement a t  a line p r e s s u r e  of 
approximately 60 psig. Because the oxide layers  previously deposited on some uncooled 
specimens were found to  be excessively thin, coating layer  thicknesses were measured 
with part icular  care .  The total thickness of the uncoated specimen was measured at 
four selected points both before and after  placement in the atmosphere chamber. All 
in-chamber micrometer  measurements were made a t  the same points when the cooling 
water  was not flowing. Repeated measurements a t  the same point agreed t o  within l e s s  
than 0.0005 in . ,  the pract ical  l imit  of accuracy for in-chamber measurements.  After 
deposition and in-chamber measurement of al l  coating layers ,  specimens were  removed 
f r o m  the atmosphere chamber and remeasured;  both sets  of measurements were in  good 
agreement. 
During plasma spraying the temperature a t  the backside of the subs t ra te  of some 
specimens was monitored by feeding the output of the s pring-loaded thermocouple into 
a s t r ip-char t  recorder .  In o rde r  to check thermocouple response, the f i r s t  20 sec  of 
spraying of the f i r s t  specimen was done without cooling water  flowing. Maximum tem- 
pera tures  attained during each of the four uncooled t r ave r ses  of the p lasma torch  were 
115, 140, 170, and 185 F, in that order .  The r e s t  of the f i r s t  coating l aye r  was de- 
posited with water  flowing through the specimen, and a maximum tempera ture  of 75 F 
was recorded for the cooled specimen. The highest temperature attained during appli- 
cation of the entire  coating sys tem was 135 F which was measured during application of 
the B e 0  fourth layer .  The 135 F maximum occurred  on the sixteenth of forty-eight 
t r a v e r s e s  of the plasma torch, and progressively lower tempera tures  were  attained a s  
the oxide thickness increased on successive t raverses .  Similar results were obtained 
during application of coatings to several  other specimens. 
ROCKET TESTING 
Testing Facilities and Test  Procedures 
Rocket firings were conducted with a small-scale oxygen/hydrogen rocket motor 
permanently mounted in a protective bunker a t  the West Jefferson site of Battelle- 
Columbus. The motor, shown in Figure 15, consists of a combustion chamber and a 
removable retaining ring containing the nozzle assembly. The chamber section i s  con- 
structed of copper cooled by water flowing through internal channels; separate water 
lines provide cooling to al l  or  part  of the nozzle assembly, The motor was operated 
with gaseous 02 /H2 fuel ratios near maximum specific impulse (Is ). Heat-transer 
ra tes  up to 35 ~ t u /  (in. Z ,  (sec) (equivalent cold-wall value) may be ogtained a t  the flat 
face of a sl i t  nozzle during operation at  a chamber pressure  of 455 psia. An electronic 
timing mechanism permits  rocket firing durations reproducible to  0.01 sec. Rocket 
firings conducted in this program were exhausted into a large,  low-pressure stainless 
s tee l  scrubber tank to prevent contamination of the atmosphere by toxic and/or radio- 
active materials  contained in coating particles eroded f rom specimens. Smears  taken 
i n  the a r ea  after specimen firings indicated no uncontained contamination f rom thoria o r  
beryllia. 
For  the rocket firings of this program, a sl i t  nozzle configuration was used. A 
0. 10 by 1-in. nozzle sl i t  was formed by the coated surface of the test  specimen, the 
exposed surface of a water-cooled copper calorimeter, and two 0. 10-in. -thick copper 
spacerlal ignment ba rs  placed between the specimen and calorimeter. Nominal overall 
dimensions of both the specimen and calorimeter  were 1 by 1 by 1- 114 in. After the 
four -piece nozzle assembly was securely clamped together and aligned, i t  was mounted 
i n  a brass  retaining ring with cast  plaster of Par i s .  The retaining ring was bolted in 
place on the combustion chamber to f o rm  the complete rocket motor. 
A quartz window in  the copper calorimeter permitted a recording radiation pyrom- 
e t e r  to be sighted on the surface of the specimen coating a t  the center of the area  exposed 
to  the rocket exhaust. Differential thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature 
r i s e  of cooling water  flowing through the calorimeter  and, where applicable, through the 
coated specimen. A thermocouple imbedded in the specimen detected the temperature 
attained at  o r  near the coating-substrate interface. Combustion-chamber pressure  was 
monitored by a p ressure  transducer. Specimen surface temperature, coating-substrate 
interface temperature,  chamber pressure ,  and cooling-water temperature r i se  were  
monitored throughout each firing by a high-speed, rapid-response multichannel s t r ip-  
char t  recorder  equipped with light-activated chart  paper and a timing index. Each com- 
ponent of the monitoring s ys t em  was calibrated against standard emf sources immediately 
pr ior  to each rocket firing. P ressures  and flow rates of propellant gases and of cooling 
water  were also calibrated prior  to each firing. 
Tes t  plans called for  initial tests to be conducted on four coating systems selected 
under Task I. Initial tes ts  would be conducted on uncooled specimens for shor t  durations. 
Longer duration erosion tes ts  on cooled configurations would then determine the most  
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FIGURE 15. HIGH-HEAT-FLUX MATERIALS - EVALUATION APPARATUS 
promising coating system. Three repeated s ta r t s  on the same specimen would determine 
the final candidate coating sys tem's  ability to survive cyclic exposure. Following firings 
of 10, 30, and 60 s ec  in duration with water a s  the coolant, the final qualification multi- 
channel test-specimen configuration would be evaluated in two 10-sec tests  with a liquid- 
hydrogen coolant. 
In al l  of these tests ,  the multilayer coating interface with the substrate was not to 
exceed 1600 I?. The imposed heat flux was to be equivalent to a cold-wall flux of 30 to 
35 Btu/ (in. ')(set). Oxygen-to-hydrogen ratio was to be kept near maximum I A SP' thermocouple imbedded in  the substrate of each specimen would provide backface temper-  
a ture  data. Surface temperature of the specimen was to be measured during t es t  exposure. 
Establishment of Test  Parameters  
In evaluating the four systems developed in Task I, motor operation i s  already 
specified by the required cold wall heat-flux level of 30 to 35 Btu/(in. 2sec) which in turn  
requires a steady-state chamber pressure  of 415 and 455 psi, respectively. Thus, i n  
o rder  not to  exceed a backface temperature of 1600 F on the uncooled specimens, i t  i s  
necessary  to limit the tes t  exposure to a short  interval. 
A thermal analysis was performed to determine test-specimen response in  the 
rocket exhaust and thus establish the test-exposure duration. This analysis was based 
on Coating System 1 on a Hastelloy X block. The TWODHT computer program, which 
was used i n  the Task I analyses, was used. The problem considered was the rocket- 
motor test-sl i t  nozzle ra ther  than a circular  c ross  -section nozzle. 
Heat transfer  into the specimen was shown by a two-dimensional analysis to  be 
satisfactorily represented by a one-dimensional analysis, The computer input conditions 
used were those associated with the rocket motor producing a cold-wall heat flux of 
approximately 35 Btu/(in. 2sec). These conditions a r e  a chamber pressure  of 455 psi and 
a fuel mixture of 5: 1. The remaining gas input parameters  were obtained f rom NASA 
SP-3011, I1Thermodynamic and Transport  Propert ies for  the Hydrogen-Oxygen System". 
The rocket-motor input parameters  were checked by using a separate steady-state heat- 
t ransfer  program utilizing the Bartz equation. The Bartz relationship i s  also used in  
TWODHT to  determine the convective heating rates and the resulting heat-transfe r co- 
efficient was multiplied by 0. 7 a s  agreed upon at the beginning of this contract. 
(Calorimeter tes ts  la ter  confirmed this. ) 
The computer-model input was a pressure  ramp f rom ambient to  455 psi in  0.3 sec  
and then constant, which corresponds to the actual rocket-motor behavior when choking 
before the tes t  specimens. All other parameters,  such as  temperatures,  were s tep  
conditions. 
In the computation, 59 nodes were used. One node was used for each of the five 
coating layers.  Thus, the f i r s t  node was 0.003 in. thick for the thoria, the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth nodes were each 0.002 in. thick, corresponding to the thoria- 
10 v /o  niobium, 50 v/o thoria/niobium-50 v/o  Hastelloy C, 20 v/o thoria/niobium-80 
v /o  Hastelloy C, and for the Hastelloy C coating layers. The next four nodes were 
0. 0025 in. thick and were used for Hastelloy X. The next 12 nodes were 0.0025 in. 
thick, the next 24 nodes were 0. 005 in. thick, the next 4 nodes were 0.0 10 in. thick, 
and the las t  10 nodes were 0.080 in. thick, and were a l l  used fo r  Hastelloy X. Several  
different node-thickness combinations were t r ied  before the above combination was shown 
to make the calculation resul t s  insensitive to node thickness. 
Figure 16 shows the temperature profile for the f i r s t  0. 17 1 in. for severa l  instants 
of time for Coating System 1 on the 1 -in. Hastelloy block, The latest  t ime shown, 
0. 252 sec,  corresponds to when the Hastelloy C-Hastelloy X bond interface i s  approxi- 
mately 2060 R (1600 F), and i s  the tes t  t ime l imit  for this configuration. The data a r e  
cross-plotted in  Figure 17 where the tempera tures  of three  different locations a r e  shown 
versus  time. The locations plotted a r e  the surface,  Ts ,  the Hastelloy C-Hastelloy X 
bond interface, TI, and a t  a depth of 10 mils  in the thick Hastelloy X block. This figure 
shows the predicted interface temperature r i se  to  the selected limiting value of 2060 R. 
This exposure t ime was used to s t a r t  testing the uncooled specimens, The t ime was to  
be varied a s  necessary  t o  achieve an interface temperature of 2060 R. 
A s imi la r  analysis was conducted for Coating System 1 on an uncooled 10-mil 
substrate.  Approximately 0.2 sec  was required t o  reach a backface maximum temper-  
a ture  of 1600 F fo r  this configuration. The coating on the 1-in. substrate thus gives a 
longer t ime and also reaches a higher surface temperature.  
After determining the tes t  exposure t ime for  uncooled specimens, prel iminary 
firings were made to  check out the rocket facility because the facility had been moved 
to a new location just pr ior  to  s tar t ing tes ts  on this program. The rocket motor  was 
f i red  severa l  t imes at p ressu res  of 200 psi and 345 psi with water-cooled copper calo- 
r ime te r s  of the same  s ize  in  place of specimens. Lower p ressure  conditions were  used 
because of the limited cooling of the then available ca lor imeters .  These firings pro- 
vided a sat isfactory check of the chamber pressure-heat  flux relationship. A check of 
the actual motor s tar tup  transient  showed that the chamber p ressure  rose  t o  70 percent  
of final s teady state  p ressu re  i n  0.3 sec  and the remaining 30 percent  was achieved in  
the next second. These conditions differed f r o m  those used in  the computer analysis 
because choking was a t  the calorimeter  exit (selected mode of operation for  the evaluation 
t e s t s )  ra ther  than a t  the calorimeter  entrance. Under these star tup conditions, the 
p ressure  a t  the initially selected t e s t  duration t ime of 0.26 s e c  will be approximately 
300 psi. No additional computer analyses were  made for these starting conditions because 
initial uncooled specimen tes ts  produced the limiting back wall tempera tures  and pro- 
duced part ial  coating surface failures. 
Six additional firings were made to determine the actual firing t ime relat ive to the 
preselected t ime se t  on the electronic-t imer firing mechanism. Firing durations of 
0.22, 0.24, and 0.26 sec  were investigated. In all cases ,  the precision and reproduc- 
ibility of rocket motor running t imes were sat isfactory in relation to the accuracy of 
t ime measurements possible with the galvanometer-type high-speed recorde r  used to  
monitor testing parameters  and specimen tempera tures .  
Rocket Firings With Uncooled Specimens 
Figure 18 compares the measured values of chamber p ressure  and output of the 
substrate-coating interface thermocouple for  all  shor t - t e rm rocket firing t e s t s  on 
uncooled, solid-block specimens. Selected pressure-temperature-t ime data a r e  given 
in  Table 20, and temperature data derived f rom the Figure 18 curves a r e  presented a s  
a function of t ime i n  Figure 19. The posttest condition of each specimen tes ted  and the 
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microstructure of exposed and unexposed a reas  of selected specimens a r e  shown in  
Figures 20 through 27. Unexposed a r e a s  shown a r e  typical a reas  i n  the 118 by 1-in. 
s t r ips  of coating at the specimen edges; these a reas  were under spacer  ba r s  during 
rocket firings. All rocket firings were  conducted under conditions which would produce 
a steady-state chamber p ressure  of 455 psi,  an approximate gas temperature of 5300 I?, 
and a nominal cold-wall equivalent heat flux of 35 Btu/ ( sec )  (in. 2 ) .  A propellent weight 
rat io of 02:H = 5: 1 was used i n  al l  cases.  Chamber p r e s s u r e  was highly reproducible, 
4, 
attaining a maximum value of 300 * 13 psia at a t ime of 0.250 * 0. 003 sec. -' Maximum 
indicated tempera tures  a t  coating-substrate interfaces ranged f rom 1048 to  2400 F, with 
the highest tempera tures  recorded by thermocouples exposed by loss of coating. Al- 
though the entire  coating was removed f rom Specimen 1-2, a very  low interface temper-  
ature was indicated because the epoxy used to mount the thermocouple had charred ,  
allowing the thermocouple junction to s l ip  into the interior  of the specimen block. All 
other  thermocouples were  soldered i n  place to  prevent recurrence  of this difficulty. 
Maximum interface tempera tures  indicated by the four thermocouples which functioned 
and remained coated ranged f rom 1591 to 2223 F. Pers is tent  difficulties with the 
radiation pyrometer  focused on the coating prevented meaningful measurements of 
specimen surface temperature.  
Although rocket firing conditions were highly reproducible, the coating sys tems 
behaved inconsistently. For  eve ry  coating system, one specimen suffered appreciable 
o r  total loss of coating while a second specimen survived an identical rocket firing with 
lit t le o r  no damage. All specimens of each coating sys tem were nominally identical; i n  
most  cases  the two specimens tested were  plasma sprayed simultaneously. The con- 
flicting results  seemed t o  be due to  subtle and undetected differences in  ei ther  the coat- 
ing operation and/or  in the rocket firings. 
One specimen-to-specimen difference likely to occur during coating application 
i s  a variation of l aye r  and total coating thicknesses, which may  result  in appreciable 
differences i n  tempera ture  and heat-flux profiles through the coating during rocket 
firings. Coating thicknesses were determined f r o m  the change in  total specimen thick- 
ness a s  indicated by a s e r i e s  of micrometer  measurements  taken inside the s p r a y  
chamber. Because the 0. 002 to  0. 0035-in. thickness of individual coating layers  con- 
stituted only about 0.4 to 0. 7 percent of the total measured thickness of approximately 
0. 5 in . ,  improper  coating thicknesses could resul t  f rom very  slight e r r o r s  in mic rom-  
e te r  measurements;  the measurement difficulty i s  i l lustrated by Specimen 1, whose 
actual total coating thickness was found to be roughly one-third the value measured by 
micrometer .  Uncertainties in  coating thickness a r e  unavoidable with the mic romete r  
measurement technique, but the magnitude of the e r r o r  in this instance was unusually 
excessive. I t  was recognized that development of techniques for  making prec ise  non- 
destructive thickness measurements on the thin complex coatings involved would require 
r e s e a r c h  and experimentation beyond the scope of this program. 
Coating edge effects may  also be introduced during plasma spraying due to s t r e s s e s  
a t  specimen edges. The relatively sha rp  corners  required to  provide a tight sea l  between 
the specimen and the rocket motor also contribute to  s t r e s s e s  in  the coating near  speci-  
men edges. In efforts to reduce these effects, specimens were "oversprayed" to prevent 
increased coating thickness a t  the edges and the coating was extended par t  way down the 
sides of the specimen blocks. 
"Run 6 was not included in the time average. This run misfired, resulting in a low-pressure (approximately 40 psia) plateau in 
the pressure curve (cf. ,  Figure 18). 
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FIGURE 24. UNCOOLED, SOLID-BLOCK SPECIMENS (COATING SYSTEM 3) 
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FIGURE 26. UNCOOLED, SOLID-BLOCK SPECIMENS (COATING SYSTEM 4) 
A F T E R  SHORT-TERM ROCKET-FIRING T E S T  
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FIGURE 27. MICROSTRUCTURE O F  S P E C I M E N  1 (COATING S Y S T E M  4 )  
A F T E R  ROCKET-FIRING T E S T  
The p r imary  difference among specimens during testing was thought to  be the loca-  
tion of the specimen surface relative to the rocket-motor slit. Every  effort was made to 
align specimens so that the coating surface was a few mils  below the lower edge of the 
motor slit ,  but prec ise  alignment was made difficult by the deep and narrow (1 by 1 by 
118 in. ) sl i t  formed by the specimen, calorimeter ,  and spacer  ba r s .  If any portion of 
the coated specimen projected into the motor slit ,  the edge of the coating would be 
direct ly exposed to the high-velocity exhaust gases  during a rocket firing. The coating 
could be eas i ly  spalled o r  entirely removed under such conditions, part icularly if residual  
s t r e s s e s  were  present  a t  the coating edge a s  discussed above. Such di rec t  exposure of the 
coating edge would not be encountered in  actual service of the coating in  a rocket nozzle 
of c i rcular  c ross  section. 
I n t e r ~ r e t a t i o n  of T e s t  Results on Uncooled 
Specimens and Selection of Final Coating System 
Coating System 1 was most  effective i n  maintaining a low substrate surface tem-  
pera ture  i n  two tes ts ,  and suffered only minor loss  of coating. In tes ts  on Spec. 1-2, 
however, the coating was completely lost.  In this case,  the coating apparently spalled 
off af ter  run completion since no rapid r i s e  in  temperature occurred  during the run  to  
indicate loss  of coating. The results  of the single-fire, shor t - t e rm tes ts  ra ised  s e r -  
ious doubts of the ability of this sys tem to withstand subsequent rocket s tar tups.  One 
cause for  concern was the marked dark-colored striations on the surface on both 
Coating System 1 specimens. Because these striations did not appear on specimens 
of any other sys tem,  i t  was thought that they could be the result  of oxidation of the 
niobium reinforcement present  in the three intermediate coating layers.  Such oxida- 
t ion would resul t  in a low-melting eutectic oxide which would continuously degrade the 
coating. Even i f  this problem were to  be overcome by elimination of the niobium com- 
ponent, a ser ious  difficulty would st i l l  remain.  As discussed ea r l i e r ,  measurements 
indicated a ve ry  low coating bond strength for Coating System 1. A postulated explana- 
tion of the l ack  of bond strength i s  that the coating sys tem contained no mater ia l  which 
f o r m s  an effective b a r r i e r  t o  oxygen diffusion to the substrate surface. Any oxygen o r  
moisture impuri ty present  during plasma spraying could diffuse through the coating and 
f o r m  an oxide on the heated, easi ly oxidizable Hastelloy substrate,  thereby contributing 
to  an expansion mismatch and weakening the bond. Areas of oxide (dark phase) a t  the 
coating-substrate inter-face may be seen in Figure 2 la .  Oxidation and resultant coating 
separation i s  even m o r e  apparent i n  the portion of the specimen exposed to the rocket 
exhaust (Figure  21b). Thus, Coating System 1 was rejected on the basis  of loss  of 
coating constituents and marginal bond strength; it was thought that both factors  would 
lead to serious problems during long-term runs o r  subsequent rocket r e s t a r t s .  
Coating System 2 was rejected for further  study on the basis of the excessive 
erosion and coating loss apparent in  Figure 22 and oxidation and coating separation, a s  
shown i n  Figure 23b. 
In tes ts  on Coating System 3, the entire  coating was lost  on the f i r s t  t e s t  and 
par t ia l  adhesion was maintained i n  the second tes t .  Of g rea te r  consequence, oxidation 
and separation were noted a t  the coating-substrate interface in the f i red  a rea ;  the in ter -  
face  i s  not shown i n  Figure 25b, however. Although oxidation and separation were  not 
a s  severe  a s  that for  Coating System 2, it was thought that subsequent r e s t a r t s  and /o r  
longer t e r m  firings would probably further  oxidize the substrate and lead to inadequate 
bond strength. Previous measurements had indicated a moderate bond strength before 
testing. Coating System 3, therefore,  was considered to be marginally satisfactory. 
The coating of one of the Coating System 4 specimens (Specimen 1) was essential ly 
unaffected by the rocket firing. No spalling o r  erosion occurred  (Figure 26a), and almost  
no oxidation o r  separation was detected a t  the substrate-coating interface (Figure 27). 
Specimen 4-2, however, showed complete loss of coating a s  shown in Figure 26b. This 
was attributed to  a poor interface bond during specimen preparation. The successful  
behavior of Specimen 1 was attributed t o  the use  of Type 304 stainless s teel  a s  the sub- 
s t ra te ,  giving initial l aye r s  which were l e s s  susceptible to oxidation than the Hastelloys 
used in the other three sys tems.  Also, pre tes t  measurements indicated a Coating 
System 4 bond strength which was three to  five t imes  g rea te r  than that of any other 
coating sys tem a s  noted ea r l i e r .  I t  i s  apparent, however, that additional work i s  r e -  
quired t o  achieve specimen uniformity. Figure 27 shows that a good bond was present  
on Specimen 1 before testing and was not degraded during the rocket firing. The only 
negative aspect  of Coating System 4 was the excessively high substrate surface t emper -  
a ture  attained during the rocket firing. However, Figure 27 shows that the thickness 
of the total coating sys tem was thinner than that des i red  and that the two outermost  oxide 
l aye r s  were  extremely thin (<1 m i l  r a the r  than the des i red  5. 5 mi l s ) .  In a coating of the 
proper thickness, roughly three-quar ters  of the thermal  gradient occurs ac ross  the 
outermost  oxide layers .  Thus, the extreme thinness of these l aye r s  on the tested speci-  
men account for the high temperatures attained. The effectiveness of an outermost  l aye r  
of Tho2 to withstand a la rge  thermal  gradient and the rmal  s t r e s s  without spalling was 
demonstrated by the lack  of Tho2  spalling in  the case  of the Coating System 1 specimens 
even after apparent loss of the niobium reinforcement. Therefore,  it may be expected 
that the required thermal  gradient would be gene ra ted  and accommodated without spalling 
on a Sys tem 4 coating of the proper thickness. Thermal  diffusivity data presented 
e a r l i e r  indicated that a Sys tem 4 coating of the proper  thickness should constitute an 
even more  effective b a r r i e r  than expected f rom initial calculations. The thinness of the 
specimen coating can only be accounted for by e r r o r s  i n  measurement  caused in  pa r t  by  
the difficulty of making in-chamber measurements during coating application. Therefore,  
on the basis  of the expectation of an  acceptable tempera ture  gradient with a coating of the 
proper  thickness, the ve ry  high measured values of coating bond strength, and the l ack  
of oxidation and separation a t  the coating-substrate interface, Coating System 4 was 
selected for  further  study. 
Rocket Firings With Water-Cooled Specimens 
A total of s ix water-cooled specimens were  tested with Coating System 4. All 
specimens were fabricated as  outlined in the section on preparation of specimens. Tes t  
plans required that one specimen was to be exposed t o  the rocket conditions a t  an equiva- 
lent cold-wall heat flux of 30 Btu/(in. 2 ) ( sec )  for  three  repeated s tar t s  and th ree  speci-  
mens were  to be subjected t o  continuous exposure a t  the same  heat  flux a t  increas ing 
t imes  of 10, 30, and 6 0 sec. Of the remaining two specimens, one was to be f i red  4 sec  
under oxidizing conditions while the other was to be f i red  4 s e c  under reducing conditions. 
The f i r s t  water-cooled specimen of Coating System 4 was exposed to a 4-sec 
rocket firing using an oxidizing fuel mixture. Fai lure of the rocket-motor nozzle and the 
specimen occurred  during the run, and the specimen was totally destroyed. Abrupt, 
e r r a t i c  changes in all parameters monitored on the s t r ip  chart  indicated that failure began 
a t  approximately 2.5 sec. The failed nozzle and specimen a r e  shown i n  Figures 28 and 
29, respectively. 
Sufficient evidence was not available to positively determine the cause of failure; 
however, several  possible modes were considered. Metallographic examination of the 
motor nozzle indicated a weld repair  which had been made prior  to the s ta r t  of the 
present  program. Continuous firing over the repair may have caused oxidation of the 
copper and failure at  the nozzle sl i t  due to 10s s of heat t ransfer .  Alignment of the speci - 
men with the motor-nozzle sl i t  i s  cri t ical  and a slight mismatch could have blown off the 
coating and caused melt-down of the nozzle following failure of the tes t  specimen. 
Alternatively, the coating could have been deficient o r  cooling channels could have been 
blocked; however, the condition of the specimen precluded determining these possible 
defects. Since cooling flow was satisfactory prior  to testing, however, and had been 
checked during plasma spraying and after installation in the rocket engine, the la t ter  
was considered unlikely. 
A new nozzle was installed in  the rocket motor and successfully tested in  several  
prel iminary firings. Because of the previous failure i t  was decided to proof t e s t  each 
subsequent specimen by firing for 1 sec  at maximum I prior  to further testing. 
S P 
Specimen TC-8 was f ired under the conditions listed in Table 2 1 three consecutive 
t imes  a t  1 sec. Visual examination of the specimen after each cycle indicated no severe  
degradation of coating, and the specimen was removed after the third firing. 
Specimen TC-4 was installed and run for 1 s ec  as a proof test.  At the end of the 
firing a water leak was noted and visual examination indicated spalling of the coating. 
Accordingly, the specimen was removed. 
Specimen TC-7 was installed and proof tested for 1 sec. On visual examination 
it was noted that spalling had occurred in several  areas  in a manner similar  to that 
observed in Specimen TC-4. Spalling of two consecutive specimens at 1 sec  indicated 
severe  coating-adhesion difficulties; however, on the basis of three successful r es ta r t s  
of 1 sec  on Specimen TC-8 another proof t e s t  was scheduled. 
Specimen TC-2 was f ired for 1 sec  using conditions identical to the previous three  
specimens. On visual examination no degradation of the coating was noted. No recording 
of backface temperature was obtained, however, because of thermocouple failure. In 
o rder  to obtain additional data without total specimen destruction and on the basis of the 
successful  r es ta r t  behavior of Specimen TC-8 it was decided to limit subsequent firings 
t o  4-sec intervals. A new thermocouple was also installed and checked in order  to 
obtain a backface temperature for the next firing. Specimen TC-2 was then f ired for 
4.23 sec  and examined visually. At this point, i t  was noted that spalling of the specimen 
coating had occurred in localized areas ,  but the absence of fluctuations in monitored 
parameters  prevented estimation of when spalling occurred. 
At this point it was decided to  proof test  the remaining sample, Specimen TC-6A, 
for  1 sec  and schedule short-duration tests of intervals of 2 sec  to determine the point of 
coating failure. The specimen, however, failed by a severe water leak during the 1 -sec  
proof test.  During this test ,  the coolant flow rate was considerably l ess  than that mea-  
su red  previously (0.66 and 0.83 lb/sec,  respectively), indicating that cooling channels 
i n  the specimen may have been blocked by excess braze material .  
2X 8D730 
a. Chamber  Side,  Showing Repa i red  A r e a  
3X 8D73 1 
b.  Exi t  Side,  Showing F r a c t u r e  Cracks  
FIGURE 28. FAILED ROCKET-MOTOR NOZZLE USED IN FIRST TEST ON A 
WATER-COOLED SPECIMEN O F  COATING SYSTEM 4 
FIGURE 29 .  WATER-COOLED SPECIMEN DESTROYE 
BY ROCKET-MOTOR FAILURE 
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Table 2 1 summarizes  the pressure- tempera ture  coolant rate-t ime relationships 
f o r  the tes ts .  Because of the relatively short  t ime intervals of the firings, steady-state 
conditions were  not achieved and heat  flux would not have reached maximum values. 
Thermocouple output was low, which may  have been caused by poor thermal  con- 
tact  with the spring-loaded sys tem utilized for  the 0. 010-in. -diameter sheathed couples. 
In addition, the surface temperature data, while consistent, must  be considered on the 
bas is  of the uncertainty i n  emissivi ty data and the transparency e r r o r  which would be 
encountered with the coatings a t  high temperature.  
The combination of uncertainty in  temperature data on both sides of the coating 
coupled with the lack  of steady-state data precludes the calculation of meaningful heat-  
t r ans fe r  data for  the coatings. 
I n t e r ~ r e t a t i o n  of T e s t  Results on Cooled S ~ e c i m e n s  
All specimens f i red  in the tes ts  in which water cooling was employed were ex- 
amined metallographically to determine the mode of failure. Spalling of the coating was 
noted i n  some degree i n  a l l  specimens; however, the depth and degree of spalling var ied  
widely. Figure 30 i l lustrates the surface of Specimen TC-8 af ter  three  consecutive 
re s t a r t s .  Visual examination by low-power microscope indicated that only a portion of 
the outermost  layer  of thoria had been removed, with no coating cracking. This was 
confirmed i n  examination of the metallographic sections shown in  Figure 3 1. Compari - 
son of the unexposed coating under the hold-down fixture with an a r e a  i n  the center of the 
t e s t  specimen indicated only the erosion of thoria. It  should be a lso  noted that  the thoria 
on a l l  coatings was da rk  in  the plasma-sprayed condition, indicating substoichiometric 
composition in  respect  to oxygen. After the f ir ings,  the thoria assumed normal colora-  
tion, indicating oxidizing conditions. The photomicrographs i n  Figure 31 indicate good 
bonding between the f i r s t  plasma-sprayed layer  of s tainless s tee l  and the stainless sub- 
s t r a t e  but show that the total coating was only about one-half the intended thickness. 
Examination of Specimen TC -7 (Figure 32) indicated spalling both to the in ter  - 
mediate layers  and to the substrate af ter  the 1-sec  firing. Photomicrographs showing 
the intermediate-layer spalling as  well a s  the structure existing in the original coating 
a r e  presented in  Figure 33. 
A s imi la r  failure occurred  i n  Specimen TC-4 after  a 1-sec run; however, a water  
l eak  through the substrate was also found. Figure 34 shows a l a rge r  degree of spalling 
t o  the subs t ra te  a s  compared to  that which occurred  in Specimen TC-7 (Figure 32); 
however, the water  quench f rom leakage on rocket-motor shutdown would contribute to 
shock and spalling of the coating. The failed a r e a  of Specimen TC-4 (Figure 35) shows 
blocking of approximately one-third of the water channel, which would reduce cooling; 
however, the total water  flow for the specimen was comparable to others which did not 
fail, and spalling occurred  in a uniform manner over the  surface of the specimen. The 
photomicrographs which enable comparison of the a r e a  exhibiting interlayer  spalling 
with the unexposed a r e a  under the hold-down fixture a r e  shown in Figure 36. Again, 
subs t ra te  bonding appears satisfactory; however, failure occurred  in the coating layers .  
Specimen TC-2, which was exposed to  a 1-sec firing followed by a 4-sec firing, 
los t  the coating in selected a reas  by in ter layer  failure, as  shown in Figure 37. Photo- 
micrographs in Figure 38, showing the unfailed f ired a r e a  and the unexposed a rea ,  
FIGURE 30. SURFACE O F  SPECIMEN T C = 8  A F T E R  T H R E E  
CONSECUTIVE 1 -SECOND ROCKET FIRINGS 
250X 9D485 
a. Unexposed Under Hold-Down Fixture 
250X 9D486 
b. Exposed to Rocket Environment 
FIGURE 31. STRUCTURE O F  COATING SYSTEM 4 ON SPECIMEN T C = 8  
F I G U R E  32. S U R F A C E  O F  S P E C I M E N  T C = 7  A F T E R  
1 -SECOND ROCKET FIRING 
250X 9D493 
a. Unexposed Under Hold-Down Fixture  
250X 13574 
b. Exposed to Rocket Environment  
FIGURE 3 3 .  STRUCTURE O F  COATING SYSTEM 4 ON SPECIMEN T C = 7  
4X 9D272 
FIGURE 34. SURFA.CE O F  S P E C I M E N  T C = 4  A F T E R  1 -SECOND FIRING 
FIGURE 35. L E A K  IN CHANNEL PA-RTIALLY B L O C K E D  BY 
C O P P E R  B R A Z E  IN S P E C I M E N  T C = 4  
250X 1E570 
a. Unexposed  A r e a  U n d e r  Hold-Down F i x t u r e  
250X 1E571 
b. E x p o s e d  t o  Rocke t  E n v i r o n m e n t  
F IGURE 36. S T R U C T U R E  O F  COATING S Y S T E M  4 
ON S P E C I M E N  T C = 4  
4 X  9D270 
i 
FIGURE 37. SURFACE O F  SPECIMEN T C = 2  A F T E R  1-SECOND 
AND 4-SECOND ROCKET FIRINGS 
250X 1 3 5 7 5  
a. Unexposed A r e a  Under Hold-Down F ix tu re  
2 50X 
b. Exposed to  Rocket Envi ronment  
FIGURE 38. STRUCTURE O F  COATING SYSTEM 4 ON 
SPECIMEN TC=2 
reveal  v e r y  little loss  of thoria and no inte r layer  failure, indicating the possibility of 
producing coatings which can successfully withstand the environment. 
An attempt to repeat the experiment on Specimen TC-6A again gave fai lure in  
the coating, a s  shown in Figure 39, accompanied by water  leakage. Sectioning of the 
water-channel a r e a  again showed blockage by braze  metal,  a s  exhibited in Figure 40. 
In Figure 40 i t  can also be noted that removal of the coating was complete over a wide 
a r e a  and blockage by the braze  alloy also occurred  in  the adjoining channel. 
Photomicrographs of the unfailed exposed coating a r e a  and the unexposed coating 
i n  Figure 41 show that the thor ia  layer  was not sprayed to the required thickness and 
that separation of the coating a t  the subs t ra te  had occurred.  
Although failure was noted in  the sprayed stainless steel-to-stainless s teel  sub- 
s t r a t e  interface in  one instance, the majori ty of fai lures occurred  in o r  adjacent to 
the layers  containing BeO. Severa l  failures of this type a lso  occurred  during plasma 
spraying of the specimens; however, in each case a l l  plasma-sprayed coatings were 
removed pr ior  to  respraying o r  a new specimen was sprayed as  a replacement. The 
spalling behavior observed during firing was not consistent with coating bond strengths 
i n  excess of 3900 psi for Coating System 4 as  reported in  Table 19 and should not 
occur,  according t o  calculations of ( Z )  s t r e s s  reported in Table 10, which show com- 
press ive  s t r e s s e s  in coating and substrate in  the region of interface. However, the 
calculated tensile s t r e s s  i n  the B e 0  layer  and observed behavior a r e  i n  agreement. 
Close examination of specimen a r e a s  which did not fail when exposed to  cyclic oper-  
ation o r  t imes up to 5 sec  did not reveal  potential failure a r e a s .  On this bas is  it i s  
apparent that additional studies of coating variables and strength behavior under simu- 
lated t e s t  conditions a r e  required.  
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
-
Although the program was separa ted  into two p r imary  tasks, severa l  distinct 
subtasks were performed which contribute to the technology of the development of 
protective coatings. The l i te ra ture  survey to determine the suitability of existing 
ref rac tory  materials  pointed out severa l  a reas  where design data a r e  conflicting o r  
lacking. This was part icularly found t rue  for use of elemental oxides and mixtures 
of oxides at high tempera tures .  This lack of data eliminated several  potential mate-  
r ia ls  since their  behavior could not be predicted. Fur ther  uncertainty was introduced 
in  predicting coating behavior since most  data were for  dense mater ia ls  and the coat- 
ings, by virtue of the plasma process ,  contain porosity. Est imates were made a s  to 
the effects of porosity on thermal  conductivity; however, the effects of porosi ty on 
strength could only be determined by room-temperature testing of coated specimens. 
Additional work in determining the high-tempe ra ture  propert ies  of plasma-sprayed 
coatings would give a higher confidence level to the selection of materials  and the 
design of coating systems.  
Motor tes ts  of coatings formulated on basis of predicted conductivities and firing 
t e s t s  indicate validity of the predictions. Diffusivity measurement indicates a large 
difference: thus, the need for rationale of difference in t e s t  resul t s .  
FIGURE 39. S U R F A C E  O F  S P E C I M E N  TC=6A A F T E R  
1-SECOND RQCKET FIRING 
FIGURE 40. LEAK IN CHANNEL PARTIALLY BLOCKED 
BY B R A Z E  IN SPECIMEN TC=6A 
250X 9D489 
a .  Unexposed A r e a  Under  Hold-Down Fix ture  
250X 9D490 
b. Exposed to Rocket Environment  
FIGURE 41. STRUCTURE O F  COATING SYSTEM 4 
O N  SPECIMEN TC=6A 
The selection of four coating systems for  rocket testing was based pr imar i ly  on 
s t r e s s  due to thermal  gradients in  the coating layers .  Also, an attempt was made where 
sys tems had s imi la r  s t r e s s  behavior to se lec t  systems which represented "families" of 
mater ia ls .  Both adherence and rocket testing, however, indicated that substrate adhesion 
was poor i n  the three  systems on Hastelloy X, thus preventing conclusions relative to the 
differences between these systems.  I t  should be pointed out that, with the number of  
ma te r i a l s  selected for the outer coatings and the intermediate layers ,  more  sys tems were  
available initially than could be evaluated within the scope of the program. At this point, 
however, based on the demonstrated need for  bet ter  substrate adhesion, additional com- 
binations of mate r ia ls  should be evaluated, although the calculated s t r e  s ses  may be 
somewhat higher. 
Since coatings we r e  ultimately to  be applied to  thin substrates,  considerable devel- 
opment was done on substrate preparation and the application of coatings to achieve high 
bond strength without degradation of the substrate.  Values approaching 4000 psi were  
attained which a r e  in  excess of strengths usually obtained by plasma spraying without 
excessive surface roughening, which in  this case  would degrade the substrate strength, 
o r  without subsequent heat  treatment. Fur ther  increases  in the adherence may  be ob- 
tained by development; however, added roughening a t  some degradation of the substrate 
should be considered. 
Conventional plasma sp ray  techniques we r e  modified to  obtain thin layers  of m a -  
t e r i a l s  using codeposition. Optimization of this technique for a l l  combinations of mate-  
r i a l s  used was not within the scope of this program;  however, a high degree of control 
was attained in  many of the systems.  Considerable attention was given to  development 
of parameters  for  plasma spraying BeO. Although the proposed coatings could be a t -  
tained, the t e s t  resul t s  indicated that further  development of plasma-spray pa ramete r s  
i s  required to produce uniform coating propert ies  o r  that other oxides should be selected. 
In addition, means should be developed to insure  bet ter  control of coating thicknesses 
where extremes of thermal  gradient occur. 
A small,  water-cooled tes t  specimen was developed which i s  representative of 
subs t ra te  conditions on a regeneratively cooled nozzle. Some change o r  refinement of 
th is  specimen i s  required to eliminate problems of edge effects, fabrication, and 
instrumentation. Criticality of installation in the nozzle should be reduced and fabri-  
cation details need improvement to  eliminate coolant-passage blockage. Tempera tures  
a t  the coating-substrate interface obtained with uncooled specimens were highly rep ro -  
ducible, leading to the conclusion that future tes ts  involving cooled specimens should 
incorporate the thermocouple i n  the substrate. This can be accomplished by brazing 
the  thermocouple into a hole which penetrates the substrate to the coating interface. 
Because of uncertainties in  gas flow in  the throat  of the combustor used (due t o  
l a r g e  surface roughness relative to  the throat  dimensions),  i t  i s  highly desirable to 
make further  attempts to measure  the gas side tempera ture  of the coating. In this 
p rogram we were unsuccessful in  determining the surface temperature of the thoria, 
apparently due t o  the t ransparency of the coating. This difficulty has been encountered 
previously in measuring temperature on thin coatings and can only be resolved by deter -  
mining the emissivi ty of the coating when a s trong temperature gradient i s  present.  
Severa l  water-cooled specimens coated with the System 4 formulation were tested 
i n  the rocket motor. Spalling-type fai lures in o r  adjacent to the layers  containing B e 0  
prevailed in  both 1 -second o r  longer tes ts .  Two specimens successfully withstood 
1-secondtes ts .  One of these was than tes ted  for 4 seconds. Spalling o c c u r r e d i n  the 
layers  containing BeO. It i s  apparent that thermal-shock temperature gradients a r e  
encountered in approaching steady-state operation cause a severe  loss  of bonding o r  
a reduction of strength. It  a lso i s  apparent that additional studies of coating-process 
variables and strength behavior under simulated t e s t  conditions a r e  required. Alter-  
nately, another oxide such as  A1203 should be considered as a substitute for  BeO. 
Although thermal  conductivity i s  lower, requiring adjustments in  l aye r  thickness and 
content of metallic material ,  fabrication propert ies  a r e  m o r e  favorable. 
The tes ts  did indicate that thoria was potentially sat isfactory for  d i rec t  exposure 
to  the rocket exhaust. It exhibited only minor erosion. Since Coating System 4 did not 
successfully fulfill the requirements i n  the water-cooled rocket tests ,  no t e s t  of the s ys - 
t e m  was scheduled for firing with hydrogen as  a coolant. 
In summary,  the program was necessari ly broad in view of the overall  require-  
ments, with scope and t ime  schedules which did not permi t  the solution of many pertinent 
problems. However, the information gained in the p rogram provides an insight for  the 
subsequent selection and evaluation of coatings for  protection of regeneratively cooled 
nozzles. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has  been demonstrated that plasma spraying m a y  be utilized a s  a technique for 
applying graded composition coatings to regeneratively cooled nozzles to provide environ- 
mental protection and t o  reduce the effective heat flux to the coolant. Four potential 
coating systems were fabricated for  evaluation i n  the initial s e r i e s  of uncooled rocket 
t e s t s ;  of these, one sys tem was selected for further study in  water-cooled rocket t e s t s  
on the basis  of low erosion and res is tance  to  spalling. It i s  apparent, however, that 
instabilit ies exist  i n  the sys tem selected which result  in spalling when approaching 
steady-state rocket firing conditions. Examination of the f i r ed  specimens indicated 
the spalling was caused by a 10s s of s trength o r  bonding i n  those layers  which contained 
BeO. It  was concluded further  studies a r e  required to optimize the spraying parameters  
for  B e 0  o r  that the al ternate coating systems should be modified on the bas is  of the data 
obtained i n  the program. It  was shown that thoria performs successfully a s  an outer 
l aye r  to r e s i s t  erosion by the rocket environment through successive r e s t a r t s  of the 
motor and for testing periods up to 5 sec.  Fur ther  studies a r e  required t o  perfect 
temperature-measurement techniques for both the substrate and the coated specimen 
surface. 
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